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INTRCDUCTIU
In this paper I will undertake a :tud: of the
practice: of two major reli ions, JuciaiLm and
Chri.tianit:„ as they existed duri.1, the earl:,- day- of the
Chri.tirm Church.
2ect- o2

Through an examination of E.:.ecific
historical develoi_mentL, :.nd es,°clan:,

the pryers of the two oc=nitic:, I wii:h to demorntrate
that the

cf the S: 2, oTue conlivrity had c definite

influence ul on the liturv and theolozy of the chill-ch.
It I: -c
centurieE in

liht undertahiA:to F:o back nineteen
tory and ettemrt to portray the situation

of certain inaividualL Lnd corw.unitieE.

The

tue,: of

ancient history, a: faFcinatinE at it ma:, be, iL ;_evertheler.s fraught with u:xerteintie:; there are no ap:wer:,
alter.-ative
:io-t
herein

and. ::03Esibilities.

- rour

A :tudy of ancient reli-

the more difficult.

e are deelin

the 1,:-.foldinr of God's revelation to a certain

- rou: of -cso- le.

e are concerned not only with human

action: and Eec-lar hitcricel development:, but with the
individual and collective re;:one: to God': activity in
the world, and the nultitude of for%
took.

E

which

thece recponseE

when we step out of the realL. of :ecular history

into the troErescion of "Jod's communion with mar durinc
the first year: of his church, we are walking on holy
iv

rround.
I have attempted to be as objective as possible in
this work, in view of iv beliefs and educational background.
rhilip -chaff recoc:nizes that the hi:torian cannot become
a tabula rasa: "no man is able, ror should attempt, to ca:st
off the educational influe.lces Atich have made hir. what he
u1
.
The fact that I have been brought up in the Christi

faith, and have studied church hi:tory as my fir: t

acader.ic love, have undoubted?: colored ay di:cut:dons of
and m

interrretatior

of hi:tor: in the paces

GO follow.

In order to clarify the acc:e of certain Ci
:ion: ir -thin

.ork, a fe. definitions of Li ;ifica-it cor-

ce:t: are called for.

The tem "early church" recurs fre-

quently thl'ou_hout thif. ;f-Der.

Eitorians differ on what

ccnstitute the :,ears of the "early" church; for Ile the:,extena to the :ou cil of licea ir. A.D. 32$.
'rill be

1,::e:Aially

with the first t c ril)crec, year: of the

churc'I's exitence, when noct of her theolo_ical cnd
cLri to.lo ic-1 concerts

ere atill

formulated.

oetirer referred to aL
buildL•

which the Je: corre7ated for .ervices,

717-.),d.e:- to the

sin.ilar to the

which the term "c11-..in;h" can denote both the

-Philip Schaff. Histon- of t-11
vol. I: Ayoatolic Christianity CT..
Eardmanc rub. Co., 1910T, f. 2-.

ti= Church.
*_ 1 1 jar:

vi
The definition

community and the church building.

Chri: tie,:

of "JorrT,hip," which will forii the bacrou.nd for this work,
will hopefully be clarified i

Chapter I.

This study i. concerned with wonhils, as irecticed
by the Jewish and Chri tiar communitie. .

In much of -chi:

diecu:sio:', I have over generalized the historical Lcene
to a great e;:tent in order to focus priarily on religious
developments.

I have concentrated on the Synagogues and

churcher in ia1ostine, while recorlizinc that there are many
I have

schools of Judai:T:, and :1;:.n:y- tye: of Syna:$0,--ue:_.

. _resent a cerer:,117,ed __Icture of Jewish worhit
atteid..ted to ;
but has not

representative of Judaisr. as

“hich i

verio

token into consideration

tribal cuLtonf, jeo reThicol location:, arid other factor:
which were res...c:_ ible for varieties In Jeh worhi;
:rectice:.
A generalized
- 1! , :rcfe- -Leo.

I lc YC

ictlIrc of the Chrirtiaa
ttontod
_evelo_o

coluil-ni

the Chri,
of worfh' ,

'07 k

it: IrrioL. f

,lt with The journe:,, o: Ieul anci
1:1_rr

the v.L- sio-. to t_-.E
Christian

Church 1:

:ere - r

as ti_cle'ore in the

tions in

_o:_e, but the

sources indicate that the -lc- , of ChriLtia: Yerrhi

-:or-

trayed in thi-_ work is re re'selltati-ve of the Dread spectrum of Christianity Tt thi'
have only dealt with specific a:.,:ect._ of
worship: :rinarily Scrilpture reading uld prayer.

I have

purposely omitted a discussion of the sacraments, since

Vii
While

yorks or bal_ti:m and the lord': supper are numerous.
I recor-nize thc,t they ';.ere a

iificart a:rect of the

early church worfhip rervice, I do not propose to discuss
them here.

I either have I t-,ken it upon myself to discus

the variou: theolg_ical developments with which the church
W2"._

concerned jy its early years; I have mentioned them
ere aiLro.riate to the discu;sio.,--.

only-hei the,
eueftiohL such a

VoriouF

nature of Christ, the conce-i_t of the

atonenert, a_c, other Christoloj.cal issues ,:ere beinersi ed.

It i, ecsential to ::eel in mind that for the early
Tar5.t -a._ the restrrected
71- 2

M.0

on of God,

to establirh 2od's :zincdon, and

brinc to an end the pre: et are.

1.1atever the nature of

our own Christology in this day ard ace, if •:e endeavor to
do justice to a stud: of oh- rch hi:.tory we rust not loLe
cicht of this -i--: Jica_t fact.
A variety of :ources are available for a study of
this reriod.

Cutside of the sacred writincf of Judaicrl-

there are few iximary :ources or Jewifh worchi-.

Jose7h1.-:

and Ihilo both make referel_ceF to formf. of Je-;ifh won
but evel. this mz-terial i
deFcribe:: Jewish worshi-7,

cart: .

i.odern scholar

:ve

reriod, but often in

the co,- te:zt of (i:eu-sions ccncGin - Lore rece' t -;eriodF
of Jewirh hi:- tor- .

It is -ometine: difficult to distir-

uich the ancient from the more Loden
are a bit more fortunate in Fource material for
early Christian worship.

There are numerous works

viii
available on the history of the church in this ere, and
the extant writings of the Christian father:, have provided firsthand account: of the cctiv5tieL of Chritian
gFtherinrs and worethiu experience
eriy day.

durin- the church'.

I am crateful for acce. to Lcterialt i-,- the

Eten' :el-Itucky T:niverrity library and the Kessler
Library at Vanderbilt Thiver-it:, 'there quite
it of ,ovrce :terial on thi
*-- hiLciere( f.o.cYhat ii

Eubject is available.

nj :or.e Nodern scho3crl: works

in unfiliar 1.7:-Ira oz., although most of the
ciait texts h!_lve been traLlated into Enrlich.
It is horod that the followi71

6ic_cussion will rre-

Yerit s 1.7..icture of two forms of worLhirs Jewish and Christian, and in turn illustrate the il-Yfluences that certain
element:77 in the Jzih Synagogue service had uon early
forms of ChriEtiar. worship.
will horefully contribute to

A study of these influences
clearer understanding of

heritTe said her plFce in the onEroirz narch
o2 God's kirCom throuFh the
to the iatioi of Israel.

which was first revealed
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H- ranitiesIreran
..-,lements of the liturL

of the early Chri. tian

Ohs rch (first-third centrrie: A.D.) are examined and conl=ed with asiectE of the ,Jynagogue 1 iturT. of the :Lame
period. .-jor theolcUical concepts and particular aE:ects
of community life of the tvo religions are discussed.
significant influence of JucaiL:i upon Christianity
found in the conce- t of God, the order of worship, and the
times and p12- cc: for -orshil_.
in such litur-ical Trctice

There are al:o

inilaritie

sE the reading of ,cripture,

;reaching, and thc lanuaL-e ard style of raany of the early
rcycn:.
reflt of thete co-larionc, the conclusion
is dra:n t:1 -.46 the
the worahir
in the

.ry OhristiaLL did not entirely abandon

rsct!ces and theolojioal concepts inherent

a:-ozue, bv:t bnilt ul;on then and adapted them to

.
) the Christis experience.
new ideas called for o-

- of

the Jewish forms and ideas were retalred, but given new
emphasis and col-tent which reflected the message of salvation which Christ proclaimed.

CHAPTER ONE
TiE JOREIF OF GCD
since the dawn of time man has worshipped his gods.
Throu7hol;t history we find evidences of man's adoration of
the almighty: the moon, the sun, the mountains, all that
mar has called "God" has been throughout the ages revered
and worshipped.
It benefits

Us

little to attempt to define and

categorize the term "worship."
they depend to such a

Definitions abound; and

reat extent upon such factors as the

period in history, the :ubject in question, and the
object(s) of adoration.
Perhaps it is something within us, some primal
instinct, by which we are called to acknowledge that someone is "out there," that we ore not alone in the universe.
In one sense, this mere act of acknowleduement is a type
of worship.

J. C. Davies states that worship is

.reconition of God's majesty and the acknowledgement
of his sovereignty; it is reverential homage issuing in
the adoration of and devotion to a personal God."1
Description:: of worshit range from such definitions

1J. C. Davies, The i-,arly Christian Church (:.ew
York: Holt, Rinehart, winston, 1965), p. 57.

2
as "holy neetinr"2 and "recognition of God's worth"3 on one
hand, to elaborate and detailed schemes of objectives,
coals, and expressions of varied worship experience: on the
other.
cannot here become involved in a discussion of
the meaning of worship per se.

Eowever, C. E.

i.

Cranfield's concept of the three uses of the ,ord "worship"
provides a helpful background for our discussion.

The

first meaning that Cranfield c-ives to the term "worship"
1) a particular element of that ':hich is generally
referred to as worship, i.e., adoration.

This is a

narrower use of the term than is called for in this paper,
but perha-es the one to which we are most accustomed.
Cranfield next considers wor:hi-e as 2) public worship of
the reli;ious community gathered to:ether.

It is prima-

rily in this sense, in an examination of the Jewish
communit:- and the liturgy of the .):Tnaco.-ue, that the
worship life of Judaism will be discussed.

The worship

of the early church All, of course, be in this sense,
but will also include the third use; 3) the wider sense

- ael,
2james :.uhlenburr, The —7:- of I 2
Faith a:.L.1 2thics (I,ew
harler and 1,0
1961T, p. 106.
'.:. :heeler ilobinson, "The Old Testament Backgrou '," Christian .Jorshig; Studies in its Kictor:; and
L:eanin , ed. :athaniel
(Gxfora: Cxford eniv.
Press, 1536), e. 19.
C. -. B. Cranfield, "Livine and Human Action, The
Biblical Conde-et of 1.orchi:," Intereretation 12 (1958),
P. 395.

3
of worship, denoting the whole life of the community or of
individuals viewed as teriAce to

God.

Thwthiouzhout this paper the word "orshil:" will
be used in a fairly broad sense: not only is it the
adoration of the almighty, the gathering of the community
at intervals for pablic acts of prayer and praise, but it
is related also to the con lete lie of the community.
For ". . .any divorce between worship in the sense of
church service,

rivate prayers, etc. and worship in the

sense of the whole offerinE. of our lives to Cod is intolerable."' This concert will be made more distinct in our
discussior of Christian worship in Charter Three.
are concerned here with the Judeo-Christian
traditio : the tradition of one transcendent C-od, who is
active in histery and rules as Lerd of his people.

Perhaps

the most significant theological concept that Christianity
inherited from Judaism was the worship of one Cod, and
centuries of chan:ing

orship practices and theological

disparities have done little to alter this particular
concept.

Throu-,h their worship of Jehovah the Israelites

'ere able to define and understand themselves as a nation,
as a reople; through their worship of God, as revealed in
Jesus Christ, Christians ,ere able to wive erression to
the ,yosi el of Christ and to their claims that he was
indeed the ,_essiah.

'Ibid.

4
An:, sort of accurate picture of life in the first
century A.D. depends upon tne coltent: of the extant source
It is difficult enough to stuc'.y the "secular"

material.

history of the ancient world; to examine the religious and
worshin practices of communities so many centuries removed
-resents additional -.:roblems for the Ytudent of history.
As Gregory Dix reminds us, historians and even theologians
tend to for-et that "relirion

loray."

As he states,

3ehind all the individual actors and events and
documents of the first Christian century ge can
-et the multitude of anonymous Christian
never for,
men and women scatterec. in L;rou-cs thickly or
thinly all over the L.editerranean ;0orld, believing,
"the Gosrel," living by "the Gospel," sufferirz. for
"the Gospel," handing on "the :;os-Jel," worshipping
by "the Gocrel," which they had received by a
multitude of different channels. . . .no single
or "ark or John,
individual, not I-eter or
was ever in a 1:osition entirely to control the
Gosl:el by his own understanding of it. It is in
"the life of the church". . .that the real strings
of the history lie. And to this our most direct
clue lies in the worship by which the church lived.6
Thus it is in the

rorshiy:. traditions of the Jewish

, connunitie: that re :re able to find :or_e
:
and Christiaanswers to the questions with .hich we are coilcernec: in
this raner:
1) what exactly did Christianity "inherit" from
Judaism in the way of theological beliefs and worship
1-ractices?
2) In what specific materials do we find significant

6Dom Cre:ory Dix, Jew and

A tuciy in the
Ch=ch (estminster: Dacre rre;:,s, 1953), t, 100.

5
influence of the Jewish Synagogue upon the worship of the
Christian Church
In order to discuss with any accuracy the influence
of one religion upon the other, it is fir2t of all necessary to examine in a somewhat generalized manner the
worship practices of both Judaism and Christianity

as

they

are found soon after the beginning of the Christian Church.

CHAPTER TIX
OFtIP IL THE TIhE or JESUS

;Y::ACCOUE

J

The ;.;ynaco7ue played a significant role in the life
The ,ew Testament writers assElle

of the Jewish community.

thot it vias an estebliched institution by the tic of
Christ, and its

may Lo back centurieF earlier.

The exact date and circumstance: of the '..ynaEo:ue's
origin are unknol:n; there are many theories.

-,ome scholars

maintain that it aro:e to replace the Temple durin- the
3abylonion exile,

- back
others ta::e its becinnin :

to before the destruction of the Temtle by Lebuchac7nezzar.
tome of the ancient writers whom %.e will examine

contend

that the ,:na'_-o-ue was instituted by :.oses himself.1
It
but rather to

,ur,
:oce to inveEti:ate this issue,
not our T,
resent a -icture of

ma:ozue practices

durin7Christ's day, and consecuently, determine their
:of the early church.
influence on the litur-

JCIE

outside Iale:tine were cut off Teos-raIh 4 c2l1y from the
,yna7o-ue fulfilled for them
Te:Irle ceremonies, and the .
function that the Te:v:le covlc. not.

The oynagogue may

-Lee Henri Daniel-hops, Daily Life In the Time
of Jesus (::ew York: hawthorne 3ooh, Lc., 1962), p. 3581.

6

7
have been established, in fact, rrimarily as a center of
learning, and only later evolved into a worship center.
One of the primary functions of the :Jynasorue was the
reading and teaching of the Law.

Philo, one of the few

ancient writers who describes Sy.lococue worship, teilL

1117

that the Synagogue was first of all an educational center,
where the peol,le would coneto pursue the study of wisdom with the ruler
extounding and instructing the people ,:hat they
should do, while they received edification and
betterment in moral principles and conduct. . . .
for what are our places of i:rayer throughout the
cities but schools of prudence and coura4:e and
temperance and justice and also of piety, holiness
and every virtue by which duties,to God and men are
discerned and ri,htly perforLed?'Ihilo :oes on to LF.y:
Ke (the laY:iver) recvired them to assemble in the
came place on these .seventh days, and sittinto -ether in a respectful and orderly manner hear
the laws read so that none should be ignorant of
=lest who is rrecent or one of
then. . .
the holy laws to them and
reads
elders
the
by point till about the late
point
them
expounds
depart having gained both
they
..then
n,
P_2ternoo
holy laws and considerable
the
of
e
e=ert hnowledfpiety.3
advance in
T. I:. Ilancon maintains that one could become a
t.
complete Jew without ever witnessing: a Temple service,
and the Jewish historian, Josephus, also gives credence
to the idea that 3:vn2i: -ues were .c.rimarily places for

2Philo, hoec 11. 39, 215-216.
3Philo, HyTothetica, 7.
_
L
i,anson, "The Jewish Background," Christian
'T. .
: Studies in Its hictory and Leanin.7-, p. O.

8
instruction in the Law:
He (the Le:isletor) appointed the Law to be the most
excellent and necessary forti of instruction, ordaining, not that it should be heard once for all or
twice or on several occecion,, but that every week
,ir other occupations and
men should desert
assemble to liEten to the Law and to obtain a
thoroudl an accurate knoledLe of it, a practice
which all other le7islators seen to have nerlected.5
Althow-h the primary function of the Synagocue
seem:- to have been to instill a deeper knowledge of the
'a-. through religious instruction, it eventually became
a place of worship.

Accordinc to Daniel-Hops:

the synaEo,-ue certainly governed the daily life of
its members. . . .saw to the teaching of the
children and even constituted in itself a little
university for the people; but it did so because
it was primarily a . . . house of prayer, where
nen met to hear God s-r eak by means of the words
Of HiE 1 2W.°

Very few extant sources -crovide a clear ricture
of .:;yna':o -ue worship durinL the first century.

In addi-

tion to isolated racsa-ec in Josephuc and Philo, the
ah 7ivec an indication of the elements of the •Jor:hip
of the daily prayers, readings,

life of the Jews.

and the recitation of the :-Alema, which all had their
ori-in
of the

Tem;-le, had a proninent place in the service
T.

:.ar.sor states, ".;hat i

specially

characteristic of the ..,ynago•c-ue service is the place Tiven
to the reading and exposition of scripture and TO prayer."7

5JocephuE, A-ainEt As.ion, II. 17. 175.
6Daniel-Rors, Daily Life, IT. 353-9.

7,.anson, "The Jewish 3ackEround," p. 33.

9
• orrant also agrees that the characteristic features of
the synagogue service were "the elil.ination of the Temple
sacrifices and offerings and a renewed emphasis upon the
other elements in the service, namely, readings from the
Torah and the prophets, Icalms, and prayers."8

All of

these elements were esyecially dear tc the first century
Jew:.
The ,;hema, which consists of three paragraphs from
Deuteronomy and I:umbers (see Appendix I) was recited mornin: and night by every adult male Jew.

.;omen, slaves, and

children were not required to recite it.

The tractate

erachoth in the ,..ishnah specifies the re:-ulatiors for
reciting the Shema: it details the definite hour: of
"nornin " and "evenir:_," and defines distinctions between
different school: v.ithin Judaism.

One school considers

"evenin - " to be before midi i ht; another until the "end
of the first watch"

( er. 1:1). The -chool of L,hammai

instruct:- thct all 2-_.e to recline when reciting in the
evening, but stanu erect in the mornin -.

The School

Hillel state: that everyone is to recite in his own way.
(Ber. 1:3)

The Shema is to be said i. correct order,

with no errors.

There are certain exemptions: a bridegroo,1

is exempt on the first ni.s-ht, or until the close of the
next Sabbath, if the marriage has not been consummated.

8
Luther Harchbarger and John A. Lourant, Judaism
and Christianit, I,erc7:ective and Traditions (Boston:
Allyn and acon, 190c), u. t;.06.

10
(Ber. 2:4)

Those whose dead lie unburied are exempt, as

are the pallbearerf.(Ber. 3:1)
The 14hema is not only a prayer, but also a type of
confession of faith.

It: "confession" of the Lord as "one

God" had no mall bearing on the theology of the early
church.
The Tefillah, or 3ihteen Lenediction:, (also
referred to as the Lmiaah, which literally means 1".Jtandin,")
was recited three times daily by every Israelite (includinwor,en, slaves, and children).

There have been many varia-

tions on these trayers, and they may not have attained

9
their final form until after 70 A.D.

Cesterley, who

refers to these as the prayers "tar excellance of the
Synagocjue," maintains that there were only six in the
original form, and that the 12th and 15th Benedictions were
added toward the end of the first and second centuries,
10
recrectively.
But ;arts of this 7rayer are very ancient, and it is
also cited IL the lAshnah.

The r.Jornill- Tefillah could be

said anytine urtil midday, the afternoon one until sunset.
:here -as no crecific time set for the evening Frayer,
althouth it ,:as sone time to,rara the close of the day.

An

Schurer., Ai:istor- of the Jewish Peo±,1 - In
the Tine of Jecu: Christ, Div. II, Vol. II. (3dinburh:
T. Clar-1:, 1-85) p. L7.
T.
10

Ceterle-, The Jewish Back:round of the
Christian Litun-v (Oxford: Oxford University Iress, 1925),
r. 5t.

. C.

11
additional one was to be said at anytime durini- the day.
(Ber.

1 :1)

Some schools maintained that this additional

prayer could be said only with a local congregation, while
others said that it was to be recitee even in the absence
of a conGregation.

(Ber. 4:7)

The Tefillah was to be

said only in a sober noed; one could not return a -reeting,
even for a kin:, on irterrut the recitstior even for
snake.

(:er.
The first three Benedictions were ascriptions of

nraise, the last three -ere thanksgivings, Fne the middle
three were tetitions.
eighteen.)

(Lee Appendix II for text of all

The first three and the last three were invari-

able, and recited every day.

The middle three were recited

only on weekdays; on Labbath days and holy days, E_ecil
-oetitions relating, to the particular day or season were
said in their place.

These last (or middle) three - ere

not of a fixed form, and aside from their subject matter,
11
the words were left up to the individual leader.
There were m:.,ny ()the: prayers in the early Jewish
community; meal blessin-c, 'issuers for special days, and
special Psalms for ech day of the ::eek.

Cesterley main-

tains that some of these Irayers, like the Benedictions,
were originally variable in form, if not in content, but
that frequent repetition led to a fixed forl, of the words.
The prayers were probably in their fixed form before the

11
Ibid., p.

59.
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Christian era, although they may not have been written
2
down until a century or co later.'

The Jews, afraid

that the sacred script might fall into the wrong hands,
apparently heeded the words of Rabbi Limeor, a first century Jewish sare: "He who writes down prayers sins as
13
thouEh he burned the Torah."
The ,
:rayers of the lynar-o-ue -ere characterized
primarily by praise and thenksgivin

to God: for his

creation, the deliverance of his people out of E-ypt, and
hiL guardianship of them throughout history.

Less fre-

quently, but neverthele.--,- present, says Cesterle:', was a
sense of sin, expressed by confession and a prayer of
for -iveness, such as the one found in

ehemiah:

Yet thou hast been just in all that has cone upon us,
for thou hest dealt faithfully and we have acted
wickedly; our kings, our princes, our priests, and
our fathers have not kept thy law or heeded thy
commandments and thy warninc-c which thou didst
give them. . . .1)eholci, we are slaves this day;
in the lard that thou gayest to our fathers to
enjoy its fruits and its rood gifts, behold, we
are slaves. And its rich yield goes to the kings
whom thou hast set over us because of our sins. . ."
(.eh. 9:33-37).11
Another crucial aspect of the '-yne7ozue prayers,
also carried over from the Ter:,yle lit7s.r7y, was the response

12 b
I id., p. 51.
12
1L

D. 52.

All Bible quotEtions are taken fro-::, he :;xford
Annotated Bible with the ATiocryphe, Revised ..,,tandard
Version (;e: York: Cxforc University Iress, 1965).
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of "AL-E.," by which the listener affirmed the prayer of
blessinc (or even an oath or a curse)
said or recited."

hich was being

.de find this practice throughout the

Old Testament, following speeches by :ioses (Deut. 27215f),
:Ltra (:.eh. C:6), and David (I Chron. 16:36); and a wife
hearing her husband pray would join hir by saying A1.11.
(Tob. 2:3). This resT:onse may have been used in the
4nagogue fro:1 its very be-innin-_E.

It :as said by the

entire con:re:?tion after the prayers and blessings, was
considered 2 crucial part of the service, and was so important:
that in the 1-re Syna-o-ue in Alexandria, where
there was 2 difficulty for all members of the
congregation to hear when the end of a prayer or
benediction was reached, an official stood up
on a platform in the centre of the Synagogue and
waved a flag as a s;rn to the congregation to
make the resronce.16
The 1:add1sh prayer, which originally had nothing
to do with the liturgy, was recited by teachers at the
conclusion of discourses.

The first half of this prayer,

the older :,ortion, reads as follows:
1.a7nified and hallowed be His
which He created accordin2 to
establish hiE kingdom in your
days, and in the life-tir.e of
sieedily and in a near tine.
His great iane be Idessee for

great name in the world
His will. I:.ay He
life-time and in your
all the house of Israel
And say ye, Alfte:l. iiay
ever and to sll eter-

15,
ihe Ii-ter,:reteri.,. Dictionary of the Bible, ,r1.
ed. George Arthur 3uttrick (;‘ashville: Abingdon Iress,
1962), p. 105. (Hereafter cited as IDE.)
16Get:terley, Jewish
17Ibid., r.

ock-round, c. 71.

In the Syna7or:ue service itself, prayers were not
usually said by the entire conre[7ation.

He who said the

prayers stepped in front of the chest on which lay the
Every adult member of the conrrevatioh
16
and indiwas comctent to lead the community in prayer,

scrolls of the Law.

turn.

vidual meEberc frequently participated
tional rrayers included LI the

Addi-ill be

ynagogu e

discussed in ChaIter Four.
The reading of the Law and the prophets was also
of central importance to the Synagogue service.
:as

The Torah

read on Londa:s and Thursdays and .4abbath days,19 for

we mentioned above that the Synaco:ue may have been established primarily for instruction in the Law.

The lesson

from the Torah was arranged so that the whole ientateuch,
divided into 15L sections, was read consecutively in
20
various lie:lbers of the coh7rerracycles of three years.
tion (ranging in number from four to seven) took Part in
21
the readinf.

Each hae to reaC at least three verses,

and the Mi::nnah adds that one hsx

to read the scroll from

memory, in Aramaic or other lanuace.

3ut if one read

them piecemeal, or drowsily, his obligation was still

18,
-churer, The Je:ish Ieo;le,

D.

79.

lc
'Cesterley, Jewish .ackround, u. 37.
ft
2
°.--;churer, The Jewish 1-eople, p. 79.

21
There were usually four readers, but on feast
days there were five, on the Day of Atonement, six; and
seven readers on the abbath. (ec. LA2)

15
fulfilled.

(Meg. 2:1-)

i,veryone was ell, ible to read

the scroll:, except an imbecile, z, deaf person, or a minor
(under a:e 13), although some schools r,aintained that
minors were eligible.

21L)

Ke who read the Law

always read standir, -, but the reader of the prophets was
allowed to stand or sit.

L11)

In the ancient world, the reading of the Law was
usually folio ed by a paracraph from the prophets 2 read
by one rerson.

A reader could omit sections from The

Trophets, but not cram the Law.

G,e7. ',1 2-) In the be--in-

ninE of the months, the Law was read by four ceople, but
was not followed by the nrorhets.(:.e,-. !:2)

The conclud-

ing reader of the prophets recited the ...,hema with the
Benedictions, went before the Ark and lifted up his hands.
A minor could read the Law, but could not recite the

hema

or go before the Ark and lift his hands. (beg. 2 :6)
An edifyin: discourse, which '.;a: ”rually an
exrlanatior of the scrirture reaoin-, ver:, often followed
the scrirture in a form of a lecture or sermon, althour-h
this was not an invariable element in the service.

Philo

makes mention of an exposition of sorts:
Then one takes the book and reads aloud and another
of especial proficiency comes forward and. exrcunds
what is not understood. For most of their philosophical study takes the form of allegory, and in
this they emulate the tradition of the past.23

"
22
Schurer, The Jewish Feole, p.

I.

23Philo, Evert! Cood Idan Is Free, 12:81-32.
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Cesterley has referred to this phenomenon as the
24 The "preacher," who
"first step in preaching the word."
could also be "any competent member of the congregation,"
25
sat in the front at an elevatec place.
The LynaoTue service was closea with a blessing,
pronounced by a priestly member of the congregation.

If

no priest was present as was oftel.. the case, since there
was no formal priesthood outside of Jerusalem, the bless26
in7 waL made into a trayer.
It is evident from this discussion that the two
primary elements in the synagogue service were the crayer
and the readin,; of Scripture.

Hoyever, at least ten adult

males were required for these two acts to be performed.
Accordir4 to the _ishnah, if there were less than ten
present, they could not recite the Shema,

o before the

Ark, lift up their hands, or read the rrescribed portions
of the Law or the prophets.

(1..e. 413)

In the zJynaEogue, the congregation sat LI appointed
order, the most distinguished and influential on front
seats, and the younger ones behind.

Philo refers to them

as "arranged in rows accordirj, to their =_7 -_--es, the younger

2t

Cesterley, Jewish Backround,

25Shrer., The Jewish I- eople, p. 32.
26
Ibid., p.
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bele

the elder. .

•27

It is probably true also that

the men and wornei :at apart.
Each villa! e had its own 1,3nagogue; lar er to
had several.

Jerusalem is said to have had between four

and five hundred.:2

de have already alluded to the

Synacorue's function as an educational center, where the
scriytureF were read and the Law was taught.

.1a.ch Syra-

gocue had a "house of the book" for reading the Scriptures,
:.ishnah.2 -0
The
and 2 "house of study" for studying the
latter may have developed into a parallel institution, but
the fact that in the .e%; Testament Jesus and the discii:les
taught in the Syna,-o -ue makes this theory doubtful, at
least for the era with which we are concerned.

The Syna-

,77o'7ue also was si=ificant in the instruction of children,
although its role as a school in the strict sense of the
word is debatable.

However, this function of the Syna-

OrUe is not of crucial I.E:ortance to our discussion.
Durin7 the ;.v.: Testament period, the Synagogue
building was to a lar-e extent modelleo on the Temple.
entrance was from the east, the Ark and the scrolls were
(This is reversed in

on the opposite wall, in the wet.

27
r 1.
rhilo, =very good iar Is Free, 12: 2
28
Daniel-2ops, Daily Life,
29
ID13.,vol. 1,

7.

87.

30See IDL., vol. 1 , p.
187.

359.

The
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11
the modern Lynagocue.)'

Articles borrowed from the Temple

retained their senitic name, while those peculiar to the
synagogue had Greek names (ex. lecturr--eral'LL; reading
platform--bema).32

The SynaEoEue was always built on the

most elevated spot; no visible building was allowed to to?
it.33
The key to the neanine; of worship in the Old Testament is the phrase: THL LORD OUR GOD IS OVE LORD.31'

For

the Jewish Community, the unity of God was not an abstract
concept, but a declaration of 3od's transcendence.
...uhlenberE says,

It
•

•

.

worship she (Israel) has dis-

cerned the course of her existence and the dectin: to which
she is called. . . .her historical life is ordered and
steadied by the rule of a transcendent Lord."35
The Jews sang praises not only to God as Creator
and ruler of the universe, but also as redeemer and deliverer of his reople, Israel.

The _Teat acts of God on

behalf of his people were an integral part of the T,roclaratory testimony of the Jewish .3o1r1r_unit;.

"Israel

11

C. —. Oesterley and C. H. 3ox, Relirion and
.:orshir of the SynarToue (London: Sir Isaac Iitman and
Son:•, Lt., 1 911), IT. 30.
32

"The Jewish Background," p.

'Schaff, vol. I, p.

3

1'57.

J. Coert Rylaarsdam, "The ...atrix of worship in
the Old Testament," .:orshir In Scripture and Tradition,
ed. Hassey H. ;;;heTherd (1,ew 'Jerk: Oxford University rress,
1963), D. 44.

35lquh1enberi,
,, The .:ay of Israel, p. 126.
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praises God because in her forship she is Eiven direction
36
and guidance for her way throua:h history."-

The King-

ship of 'lahweh and the servanthood of Israel are important
concerts toward understanding the worship of the Jews.

The

idea of the unit:, the "oneness" of God, come: throufn
a -ain and a ail': in their prayer: and other litur,tical
-ritih L.
The worchi-s of God as the God of history was
ir-h:ortmt to the 4.T02, but the God of history was also
the 1-..oe about to come.

The Jo' who had -_erformed -reat

acts in histor:- on behalf of his teoT,le was also a Goo of
the future; and from this concept of the God of the future
came the LessiEllic hope; the nope in the intervention of
God to come and brine: the present - -e to an end.

A new

holden age was envisioned when God's kin,--dom would be
established.

"In the faith and Yorshiv of Israel hope is

the -reater werC, not love.

Hope is a duty and a doL,ma;

the warfare of faith is the battle of hope."-'7
The attitude of the Jews toward the Law, es-Decially
the time of Jesus, is difficult for one outside the
herits-:e and tradition to coThrehend.

Historia-hs

ffer concernir: the exact attitude of the Jews tows rd
the La:.

o one disputer the universal importance and

authority of the Law within the Jewish community, and

36Ibio., p. 100.
37Rylaarsdam, "1.atrix of .orship," p. 63.
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Josephus cites the si7nificance of the Law as the ultimate
ruler in every area of life:
. . .starting from the very beinnin: with the
food of which we partake from infancy and the
private life of the home, he left nothing,
however inci:nificant, to the di:cretion and
caprfce of the individual. . . .for all this
our leader :.ade the law the standard and rule,
that we mi:ht live under it as under a father
clad master, an be -uilty of no sin through
- Alfullness or i,-norance.3c
(.:.;one interpret the covenant legalistically, seeing
the Law as a t2.--ee of divine retribution in the strictest
sense.

The people ha

to obey the Law of God; under a

strict code of livin

adherence to the Law was almost a

tyre of cocrcion.39

The exile had 7iven the Jews a deep

sense of cin; they had disobeyed God, and were duly
vAlnished for their failure to obey divine commands.

This

sense of sin save the Jews an earnest desire to know and
do the divine will, which resulted in the codification of
the Law.'
3ut the Law holds a far richer meaning than this
for the Je.

It does not merely mean a blind obedience

to a written document, but expresses "the whole of the
Divine '.:ill for, and thought apou,

The Law was

more than a lenal recuirement; it was a ;ift of God.

33Josephus, Against Arlen II. 17.173.
39Davies,

Ohurch,

2.

1-!0
Iold.
Rylaarsdam, "1..atrix of .iorship," p. 36.

God
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gave this gift, through love and grace, to His chosen ones.
"Israel had been chosen by Cod and then had been 0.ver, the
Torch; God': choice was not based upon obedience to
1 2

Torah." ' The law was .-et a burden imrosed uton the Jew,
but an in:tru:Ient by which man might do everythil order to Tlease God, and thereby attain salvation.
The I[w, as the greatest of Cod's gifts, was a
source of deli -ht for the Jews'.
the Isaln:.

This becomes evident

- raises to the God of
:saln 15 be -in: with 1,

nature, and continues with ,-raise of

GWE

_erfect, reviving the soul;
The law of the Lord
The teEtinon2, of the lord is sure, making wise the
simple;
The Precepts of the Lord are right, rejoicing the
heart;
The conmandmert of the Lord is pure, enlijhtenin=the eyes. (Is. 15:7-E)
Psalm 1 and Psalm 115 also illuEtrate this idea:
. . .hi: delijlt is in the law of the Lord,
and or his law he meditates day and niht. (Is. 1:2)
21e:sed are those whose nay is. lameless,
"jho walk in the 1PW of the LercA (115:1)
I will meditate on thy precepts, and fix my eyes o
thy -a:j s.
forget
will
not
statutes;
I
delight in thy
(115:15-16)
'ord.
thy
me understand the way of thy 1-recept:,
wondrous work,. (115:27)
A..- C I will meditate on
. .for I find delight in thy commandments, which
I love.
I revere th: conmandmentc:, which I love,
meditate on thy ztatute:. (115:2 7-1'C)
And I

2
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This entire Psalm resounds with joy and delight
God's Law, love and gratitude for the rift of the Law,
and ea-_,erness to obey it diligently.
.40 have already touched on the fact that the Jews,
r community, had a deer eere of

individually and

Their con cent of God waE to a .-:_reat extent his-

history.

torical inature, and cone scholars maintai,, that the
Jews' alle:iace to and ':ractice of the Law contributed in
no snail measure to

ivin

meaning and direction to thi

Such an o--)inion is evident in the

history.

Israel is a holy peo,
:le if she keeps covenant and
obeys Torah. . . . It is a summons to faithfulneEs
and alleciance. _itlovt it, Israel would be lost
in her 71)erplex1t1ef
to what she ou7ht to do in
the midst of a confused and deerly troubled history.
. . . . But Israel rejoices in the :ift of the
Torah. It is. no burden to be borne with resignation, but a divine v-de mecu:a to direct her on her
course throufh life. 3
'Jo have only been able tc touch on the concert of
God which the Jews held, and the Ei-nificance of the Law
within the
traditio

conia-.1ity.
wc. at

tudy of the

ticec

But cone knowledje of these

r necessity if an adequate

nf1ucncc of the Synaco€ue liturjy u-con the

worchi-: o: the J:ri- ;*

7,hurch is to be made.

Je turn

now to a study of the church itself.

,..uhlenberg, The

Israel, D. 11! .

CHAPTER THREE
EARLY CHRILAIIAI, JORH
possess much more material concerning the advent
of the Christian church, and the details of its early
community and worship life, than we do of the '-ynagogue of
the same era.

-cores of volumes have been written which

relate the activities of the first Christians; some in bare
outline, others in great detail.

The works of numerous

writers in the beginning days of the church have survived
the centuries, and are rich in the knowledge and spirit of
their times.

It is within the writings of the great histo-

rian Eusebius, and Justin _artyr, Clement, Tertullian,
Jerome, and others, that contemporary scholars have found
authentic source material for studying the first centuries
of the Christian Church.
It is not the purpose of this paper to "retrace"
the development of the early church.

.ere it even possible

in a paper of this length, it would be nonetheless very
imrractical.

Cur emphasis here is on ,IORSHII, and the

question that must be answered is: How did the first
Christians worship their Cod:;

have already dealt with

this question in part, for the first Christians were Jews
who ;articiiated in the life of the community as described
in Chatter Two, who followed the la. of Loses regularly,

ynagogue.

and who worshipped the God of Israel in the

This fact is crucial for our discussion of the influence
of Jewish liturgy on Christian worship.

must never lose

sight of the fact that the earliest Christians brought to
their new religion rlany of the worship practices and tradihich they had been accustomed in the synagogue.

tions to

Etatess
The earliest believer: who ;.ere all Jews entered the
church with no tabula rasa of spiritual experience,
but as those who stood in a long and developed cultic
tradition, with forms of divine service and litur,7.1cal offices and language already known to them.1
But these people were Jews who had been touched,
more in spirit than in person, by Jesus Christ.
he was the
his people.

For them

on of God, the i.essiah, come to bring life to
And out of this life there arose a new genera-

tion--a people who believed that the .,ebsiah long-aaited
had indeed come--a people called Christians.

Outside of

the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, there is little
primary information concerning the first century of the
Christian people.

The 3ook of Acts, however, gives us some

indication of this.
The worship life of Act: opens with the event of
rentacost (Acts 2:1-4).

From this point on the Holy Spirit

(which is discussed below at greater length) is a siF-nificant presence in the life of the first Christians.

1

L.uch

R. P. :..artin, "Aspects of ,orship in the New
kartin
Testament Church," Vox Evana*elica II, ed. Ralph
7.
I,.
190),
(London: pworth tress,
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of the activity of the disciples consists of preaching the
baptism and the gifts of the Holy :pint, and testifying
that Jesus was the risen Lord, the fulfillment of the
prophets.
The picture that Acts presents to us is one of the
early Christians meeting in the Temple and Synagogues, and
at the same time gathering in small groups for prayer and
the breaking of bread.

They continued to observe the hours

of r,rayer and customs of Synagogue worship, but there was
much praying and fasting in small groups as they met to
celebrate the event of the risen Christ and the gift of the
Spirit.

The picture of worship in Acts provides a basis

for the discussion to follow: the emergence of a new religion and the continuing relationship of this religion to
the worship community out of which it came.
-hat of the Cod of the Christian people?

It is

indeed difficult to draw a fine line between the Cld Testament God of the Jewish nation and the 1:ew Testament God of
the Christian.

In one sense, the concept of the God of

Israel gave rise to the God of Chrictians, as revealed by
Jesus Christ.
e_-It

That is not to say that they are t-,o differ-

Gods, for they are not.

The God of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob is the God of Jesus Christ.

The Christians did

not repudiate the herita,e of the Jewish God and claim the
title of Ieople of God for themselves.
The God of creation is also the God of redemption;
the God who has spoken in his Son is the same as
he who spoke to the fathers by the prothets; the

26
God of the gospel of Christ IL also the God who gave
the law through Moles.2
As Lenry Chadwick states about the new revelation of God
through Christ: "If something ne- had happened, it was the
actio

of one and the same God, Creator of the %.orld, Lorc

of history, the God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the
twelve latriarch.'3
The historical tradition of Judaism provided the
faith in one God "'ho was encountered i.--.. history and reve.Jod.

lation and apocalypse as a

He and no other

4
%as the 'Father' of our Lord Jesus Christ."

And it

as

in the content of the use of Jewish scripture and teachings about God that the Christian tradition about triumph
and the victory of God in Jesus Christ were first formulated and given shape, although the relationship of the
Christian with his God was much more intimate than that
between Jehovah and the Jew.

ihilip Carrington emphasizes

the importance of the Tonotheistic foundation by remarking
that as the church began to gro

and expand throughout the

pagan world, it was actually forced

to provide courses in

elementary Judaism, and :o lay the foundation of faith in

2
Beare, "Christianity and Cther .i.eligions in
F.
the Graeco-Roman '.:orld," Canadian Journal of Theology, 8
(: arch, 1962):199.
Church (3alt17.ore,
3Henry ChadAck, The .Larly
9.
Penguin Books, 1967), r.
Philip Carrinf-ton, The _arlv Christian Church,
vol. I, The First Christian Century tOambridge: The
University press, 1957), p. 466.
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the living God."5
Thus we return to the question, how did the first
Christians worship their Cod?

For the purpose of this

study, this question should not be examined in isolation,
but ar*ainst the background of Synagogue worship which has
been already described.

In other words, we are really ask-

ing the question: How did the first Christians, .:ho were
raised as Jews in a Synagogue community, worship their new
God, whom they saw revealed in Jesus Christ?
The starting point of the Christian tracition is
what God has done in Christ.

It is this fact - thich initi-

ally distinguished the early Christians from their Jewish
contem-roraries.

At this point, also, it is important to

remember two significant facts: First of all, Christ came,
as he said, not to destroy, but to fulfill.

In the same

way, the Christian Church did not Lropose to tear dowr. its
Jewish heritage and start anew out of nothing, but built
on the rich foundation of Jewish history and teachings,
transforming the people of Israel into the people of Christ.
:.aurice GoL-.-. uel refers to the Christian Church as
a church

ithout a past" and one that was "not tied to

an: tradition."6

:.othinc- could be further from the truth.

3oth primary documents and the work of ro,ore recent scholars
attest to the fact that Christianity owes a tremendous debt

F. 390.

6Maurice Goguel, The 1-rimitive Church (I,ew York:
Co., 1964), -0. 259.
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to the tradition of Judaism, e:f.ecially in the area of its
worship.

F. ... .3eare remarks that Christianity has always

been a syncretistic religion, defying all the best efforts
of theologians to keep it free from accretions fro: other
faith: .7

The faith to whom she owes her greatest debt,
S

historically, is
The second thin

we must remember when studying, the

life of the early church is related to the first: Initially,
Christianity ;as not a separate religion, distinct from
Judaism.

Christianity

"sect" within Judaism.

as for several decades merely a
This fact is essential to any study

of early Christian and Lynag:ogue worship.

In the begin-

ning, followers of Jesus differed from:
their orthodox Jewish friends only in their acceptance
of Jesus as I,.essiah, just as the iharicees ere a
party differin- in their beliefs in the resurrection
from the more conservative body of the -adducees.
or as Jesus

-orship.:ed and taught in the synagogue

73eare, "Christianity and Other Religions in the
Graeco-Roman

p. 205.

yell-known :inostic, put the fi:ure of
Christ in conflict •.ith the previous revelations of God,
and attempted to :rove that the God of the Jes was indeed
different from the Father of Jesus Christ. As a consequence, this "heretic" i ercion was excommunicated from
the church in Rome in A.D. 144. For further discussion
see Lchaff, vol. II., pp. 483-b87.
Dug:more, The Influence of the :_,,71agoue
Upon the Divine Office (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1964), p. 1.
O. ::.
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10
throughout his life,
the first generation of Christians
continued to participate in Lynai;ogue worship and to keep
11
the Law.

The apostles themselves took part in Jewish

orchip before any specific worship of the church had
emered, "For in doing this, they did not simply adapt
themselves to Judaism, but obviously considered Jewish
worship to have gained a new import since the coming of
the I.essiah."12
Aside from The Book of Acts, there is little information about early Christian worship prior to the destruction of the Temple (A.D. 70).

1..any contemporary scholars

take this lack of specific details of first century Christian worshjr to indicate the great influence of Jewish
liturgy upon it.

A. B. :.acDonald states:

One main reason for the scarcity of direct reference
to worship in the New Testament lay in its being so
simple and pliable in form, and altogether SO much
the natural and congenial thing that it called for
no special comment from those who were steeped in
it. Lo one thinks or talks much about the air he
breathes, so long as it is fresh and pure.13

10
A11 four Gospels contain references to Jesus
attending and preaching in the Synogogue: katt. 4:23;
12:9; Mk. 1:21, 39; 3:1; 6:2; Lk. 6:6; 4:16; Jn. 6:59;
18:20.
11

Acts 9:20; 13:14; 14:1; 17:1-2.

12
3. Reicke, "Some Reflections on Worship in the
;.ew Testament," t.ew Testament Essays, ed. A. J. B. Higgins
(If.anchester: The university I-ress, 1959), p. 200.
13Alexander B. i.acDonald, Christian Worship in the
Primitive Church (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1934), p. 75.
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Oesterley states:
. . .if the mode of worship to which the earliest
Christians were accustomed had beer. altered we
might reasonably expect some mention of it as
being something new, and . . .the one respect in
which the accustomed mode of worship did differ
from the tredi*onal use is given very pointed
mention. . . .1
Thus some scholars agree that this silence concerning worship modes at this point attests to the fact that the
earliest Christian: continued to worship in the traditional
way, and that the practices of the Synagogue provided the
pattern for early Christian worship when it did emerge as
a distinct religion.
But Goruel maintains that Jewish liturgy influenced
Christian worship after the fact, i.e., at the end of the
second century, :then the church desired to give its worship
a "transcendent character and a divine origin," the idea
developed that the rituals of the Old Testament could be
applied to it.
way around.

It seems, however, to have been the other

The fact that the Christians continued to

attend the Synagogue (,hy

could they do so, if their reli-

gior. was completely separate from Judaism?), and the relatively meagre material we have of first century Christian
worship give credence to the supposition that early Christian :orship was very close to, and sometimes indistinguishable from, (..;ynagogue worship.

lso, the prayers and

14
Oesterley, Jewish Background, p. 84.
1
5Goguel, Primitive Church, p. 261.
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some of the early church practices derived froli Judaism,
which will be examined later, rive additional proof to the
above statement.
The *ritings of the Lew Testament make it clear to
us that it was mainly in the Synagogue that the apostles
carried on their teachings.

The Synagogue as a center of

learning for the Jewish community became a logical place
for the exhortation of the new gospel on the part of
Christ's followers.

They maintained contact with the Syna-

gogue, presumably, until the

'..'ere expelled from it.

(John

922, Acts 1E:61)
Cesterley states, "Thus, the first Christians
offered up the same prayers that all pious Jews did, visited the Temple for worship, attended the Synagogue, kept
the Sabbath, and observed the festivals."16

So we are led

to conclude that being a Christian in the first century die
not involve a withdrawal from Synagogue or Temple worship,
for there was nothing in the central elements of Synagogue
worshiy in which the Christian could not join.

For several

decades, the Christian community was merely a supplement to
the Je. ish.

J. C. Davies goes so far as to say that initi-

ally, Christianity was almot indistinguishable from its
.arent, Judaism. 1?
The Icicture we have painted thus far has portrayed

16
Cesterley, Jewish iackground, p. 97.
17
Davies, Earlir Christian Church, p. 30.
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the early Christian church as an adjunct to the Jewish
-ynagogue community, hardly distinct from it.

..ere this

the entire picture, Christianity no doubt would have disappeared in a few decades.

It is true that the early

Christians were a part of the

ynar.:orue community, but

they also were a part of another worship group, which met
in private homes, desert places, and the famous catacombs.
These small informal meetings %ere characterized by prayer,
fasting, and reading from specifically Christian writings
(Iaul and the Apostles) which were finding their way into
Christian circles.

These meetings were of a different

nature, not only in form and content, but also in the
object of their adoration.

it is true, as mentioned

earlier, that a belief in the God of the Old Testament
tradition was presupposed by the Christian community, the
God of Jesus Christ called for new forms and types of
worship (Acts 2:L:6-7).

While the Cod of the JelNs was

essentially a God of history, the Christian diety was a
God of the future.

Jesus had taught that the hingdom was

coming coon, and the early Christian: looked for it.

For

Christian:, the present reality of Cod's eschatological
event made it impossible for them to embrace Liynagogue
worship in toto.

Although they continued to follow their

traditions in a variety of ways,
. . .nowhere could one ignore the fact that what
mattered was no longer the law and a rromice for
the future: now the saving and fulfilling act

33
of Cod in Christ was the focus of attention for the
connuaity as 4 offered 1- raise, thanksgiving, and
intercession.14J
.e have no cow:lete, "classic" description of a
service of

-orchil, in the earliest days of the church.

One

of the earliest Oiscussio-s of Christian worship that we do
have it found in the First Apolojy of Justin i:artyr, . ritten about A.D. 150.

He says:

. . .and the memoirs of the apostles or the writings
of the prophets are read, as long as time perrits;
then, ;.hen the reader has ceased, the president verbally instructs, and exhorts to the imitation of
these Food things. The:. -e all rise together and
Fray, and, as we before said, ',hen our prayer is
ended, bread and ..ine and water are brought, and
the 12resident in like manner offers prayers and
thanhcc-ivi:igs, according to his ability, and the
reorle assent, saying Amen; and there is a distribution to each, and a particL)ation of that over
thanks have been Liven, and to those -ho are
absent a ,-ortion is sent by the deacons. . .1%
There is large aL,reement A.th the .,yna.F_ogue service
evident here: readings fron the - ror.,heta, exhortation,
-.2-a7,-er and thanksr-iving, even the "Amen."

The only

distinctive aspect is the distribution of bread and Tine.
Justin also iLlplies that there was no fixed amount of
scripture readinr ("as lon- as time permits"), .7hich is
also reminiscent of Je.ish services.

The AT:as:tone Consti-

tution relates in more detail the practice of scrirt,J.re

Ferdinand Hahn, The _orshie of the
(ihiladelphia: Fortress iress, 1973), -2. 35.
19
Justin, A-eol. 1.67.

arly Church

readings:
. . .In the middle, let the reader stand upon some
high place: let him read the books of :.ocet, of
Joshua the .,on of Lun, of the Judges, and of the
Kings and of the Chronicles, and those written
after the return from the caltivity; and besides
these, the books of Job and of -olomon, and of the
sixteen prophets. But then there have been two
lessons severally read, let some other person sing
the hymns of David, and let the people join at the
conclusions of the verses. Afterwards let our
Acts be read, and the zpictles of Paul our fellowworker, and afterwards let a deacon or a presbyter
read the r;ospels, . . . and while the Gospel is
read, let 211 the presbyters and deacons, and all
the people stand up in great silence; for it is
_ritten: "Be silent, and hear, 0 Israel. . . . 20
There is curious mixture of old and new in this
narrative.

The letters of laul, Act:, and the Gospels are

being read from the pulpit, along
scriptures.

ith the Cid Testament

The last sentence is directly from the z,yna-

ogue service.
The seating arrange:lents in the church also seem
to be based on Jewish traditions.

-veryone sat in hi:: ov,T

place, and .as rebuked if he ,.as seen out of place.

/ounr

people cat by themselves, and if there was no place to sit,
they stood.

I.arried women with children were seated by

themselves,
front of the rest.

virgins, widows, and elder women were in
21
len and women were seated apart.

The

deacons were appointed to oversee the people,
- -hisper, nor slumber, nor laugh, nor
that nobody may ;
nod; for all ought in the church to stand wisely, and

20
kpostolic constitution 11:7.
21_ibid.
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soberly, and sttentively, having heir attention
fixed upon the word of the Lord.42
Although .e see clear evidences of Jewish antecedents Yhich were integrated into portions of the Christian
vorchip experience, the formal liturgy of the church be;- an
to develop along line: of its own.

As

it -rev; a ey from

the :lynogoEue, aspects of -orchip which were uniquely
must mention some of

"Christian" became more evident.
these.

The early Christians remained Jews in many ways,
for ". • • in becoming Christians they did not cease their
worship of the covenant Cod nor cast off their former
manner of worchif, ho-.ever much they night seek to fill
the old forms with s

content.

23

This "new content,"

of course, -a: the conviction that the i.essiah had come,
and his name was Jesus of liazareth.

The presence of the

risen lord had rerlaced the cultic presence of God in the
temple.

Although still dependent on Jewish precedents,

Christian worship
followers.

as aaarted to the new faith of the

Chri:t ias seen as a fulfillment of the rromise

of the Cla Testament, in which the Christian community
continued to believe, but he also transcended it.

The

Christians revered not only what God had done in the past,
but the vision of his continuinr; Presence, seen in Jesus
Christ, and the promise of what he could do in the future.

21
'Martin, "Aspects of worship", p. 8.
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The continuing presence of Christ apart from his
earthly existence, the -presence of the livinz Lord in the
midst of his people, was what set Christianity apart fro,
other religions.

This was one factor that caused the

followers of Jesus to meet in small, informal zrourc,
apart from the regular

orchir of the Synagogue community.

-They had become as son: of Cod, not as those being saved
out of a rerishinu
world

cprld but ss those who knew that the

2bbeing saved."
The concert of the 1,essianic prorise being fulfilled

in Christ cave to the Christians an entirely new focal
point and a new idea of
the Holy -ririt.

orship.

So did the -1-esence of

The New Testanent illustrates the sig-

25
-_ -_ificance of the Holy Slirit in the life of the church.
Iaul himself re-arded the presence of the Spirit as the
diLtin,7uishin7 mark of Christianity.
The Holy suirit has been the subject of ridicule,
rraise, :lisunderstandin, and spirited debate throughout
26
the long: centuries of the church's existence.

That need

not concern us here; to the followers of Jesus, who Fathered in that u-ser room on the day of 1-entacost (Acts 2:1f),

24Harshbarf;er and ..ourar_t, Judaism and Christianity,
p. 304.
25
1 Cor. 12:3; 2om. 8:26; E-,Dh. 5:1:, 19; 6:1-;
Jude 20.
26
For more discussion on thi. tonic see John F.
:ialvoord, The Holy
3rd ed. (..heaion, Illinois: Van
Kampen Iress, Inc., 195/1), rart Leven.
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it was very real.

And it was real to the first

of Christians and thosudio followed.

eneration

Karshbarger and

imurant fTive a beautiful description of the Holy „, irit:
Lostly, like the air, it is always present but not
always noticed. It is mostly quiet, entering life
to keep it alive. Lometines it rushes into the
great no:aents of history, but mostly it works
hiddenly in daily encoukter.47
Thus to the earl:, Christians God was tresent not
only as the Cod of history, not only as the hesciah already
come, but also ?s the one 'ho remained as a very real
source of coLfort and insriratior in his -pirit.
Also characteristic of this new attitude toward
• orship was the concert of sacrifice—now sirnificantly
altered by the evert of Christ's death and resurrection for
the sins of man.

It was no longer man who gave back

but God :ho gave to man.

TO

God,

Reiche states that "It is not a

euestion of sacrifice Terformed by individuals, but of one
performed by Christ for his con re:ation.
in the

,,2S

The emithasis

Testament is on what God has done for man, and

only one -ift is asked in return: man's offering of his
entire person in service to God.

Paul alludes to this con-

cert of sacrifice in M.s letter to the Lomans: "I appeal to
you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to Treent
your bodies

a living, sacrifice, holy and acceptable to

God, Yhich is

our sTiritual worshiri."

(Romans 12:1)

27Harshbarer and :ourant, Judaism and Christianp. 306.
28 .
Reicke, "L:olle Reflections on

orship,

,. 207.
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The Epistle to the Hebrews, written prior to the
destruction of the Temrle, illustrates this concei-A.
Christ's sacrifice has taken the place of previous sacrifices:
3ut when Christ appeared as a hivh iriest of the rood
things that have come. . .he entered once for all into
the Holy :lace, taking not the blood of r:oats and
calve: but his v.-ri blood, thus securinr an eternal
redemption. For if the Sf rinkling of defiled persons
with the blood of roats and bulls and with the ashes
of a heifer sanctifies for the rurification of the
flesh, ho': much 1.ore shall the blood of Christ, who
throu-h the eternal pirit offered hirself without
blemish to God, purify your conscience from dead
or::s to serve the living Cod. (9:11-1/4)
The sacrifice which the eriests repeat does -ot
abolish sin, but it is Christ': own offering that sanctifies.

'Tor by a sin:le offering he has .
- perfected for all

time those who are sanctified.-

(Heb. 10:14)

It was Jesus who fulfilled in his own person the
Ile:T.1n-, of true service to God; he did not reject sacrifice; but,
Our lord )Perceived what the prophets had adumbrated,
th:t otltuE can he substitutional objectification of
am act -hich, rroperly, can only be a personal con:.itment, that the sacrifices of God are a broken
humble and a contrite heart.29
irit,
The gifts of Cod are many, and are acknowledged in
the word and the sacraments,
a prolongation of what He has given in Christ on
Golgotha, e manifestation of what He gives in the

29 b
Cushman, "orship As Acknoledgement,"
Ro ert
'.Jorship In Scripture and Tradition, p. 33.
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Lord who is always present in his co.,r,unity, and an
anticipation of what He will L;ive LI the -orld to
core.30
Thus the Christians did not reject the concert of
sacrifice, but altered it to meet the needs of their faith
in the crucified 1.essi?h.

To the Liortant institution of

the Sabbath the Christians did the same.

They changed it

to fulfill their needs as 2 connunity . ho

orshiTped the

risen Lord.

The 1:e.: Testament refers to the Christian

community as meetirJ. on the "first day of the week," i.e.
Lunday.

(Acts 20:7)31

Paul also instructs Christians to

;lake co.itributionE on the "first day of every week."
(I CO2. 16:2)
Exactly when and ho.,

cane to be the Holy Day

of the Christian church is not entirely kno'rn.
that the Jewish Christians continued to

ie know

orship on the

-abbath in the :;ynagoExe, and the habit of meetinf- on
Sunday may have arisen out cf the desire of Christians to
have a seParate (icy e::clizsivel
assenlaies.

for their cm211er, infon.al

The first day of tne

eek was also the La: of

the resurrection, and nay have been observed as the continued renewal of the :aster event.

The first day looked

for -rd, as the beinninr of the new are revealed in the
recurrectio 1.
the Jewish Sabbath, Sunday was not

30
Reicke, ""..)ome Reflections on Jorship," p. 190.
-41
'
Also Rev. 1:10 and Didache 1L:1.

tic
considered a "taboo" day by some scholars.
It . athers into itself. . the meaning of all days.
It is symbol of millenium at the end of time, when
a thousand years are but as a day that is past and
as a watch in the night. '..,unday makes every week
an Laster Neek, and is a sacrament of time that
makes -;resent the beyond-time.32
It is probable that the early church continued to
observe both the Sabbath day and Sunday as "special" days
for _everal decades.

Justin hartyr, who wrote in the

middle of the second century, stated:
And on the day called Sunday, all 'ho live in cities
or in the country gather to ether to one Llece. . .
But ..,unday is the day on which we all hold our common
assembly, because it is the first day on which God,
having wrought a change in the darkness and matter,
made the .%orld: and Jesus Chst our saviour on the
same day rose from the dead.-)3
Also, the Iristle of Barnabas, written at the end
of the first or beginning of the second century, states:
The 'resent Sabbaths are not acceptable to me, but
that -hich I have made, in which I Yin =ive rest
to all thins and make the beginning of an eighth
day, that is the beginnincr of another world. ,.herelore %,e also celebrate with gladness the eighth day
in which Jesus also rose from the deed, and was made
'
manifest, and ascended into heaver.3
On the other hand, The Constitutics of the holy
Apostles (hose date is undeterLined but is perhal:s contemporary or later than Justin) exhorts Christians to come

22_
;_ascey " Jne7herd,Jr., "The Oriin of the
Church's Liturry," ..orshi in '..criIture and Tradition,
p. 1L2.

33Justin k.artyr, ii7pol. 1:67.
Barnabas, 15:8-9.

to church norning and evenirv every day:
. . .assemble your:elves toTether every day, sin-ing
psalms and prayin: in the Lord's houLe. . .and on the
day of the Lord's resurrection, which is the Lord's
day, meet more diligently, sending rrajc;le to God
that made the universe by Jesus. . . .))
The early Christians met freque:Itly, perharos daily,
for worshir, and it may have taken several centuries and a
definite split between Christianity and Judaism, for this
worshi.) to -;ive wry to Lundai meetings.
-pealtinr- of these frequent .atherings for worship,
A. E. EacDonald states:
It wrs out of this rich and vir7orous worshiL-life
that the srecial celebrations of Sunday emerged,
and it would only be by derees, as the enthusiasm
cooled, that the Lunday -:ould succeed in draining
a-:t,y the worship activities fro% the other da3; of
the week, and concetratin7 them upon itself.
Another ,iTnificant feature of Christian worship
that di:tio-l'i=hed it from Je•-iEll worshi - :;a: the co_icet
of the "comin- to- ether" of the faithful.

The Few Testa-

ment is replete with references to Christians coLiin,;
toTether (synerchecthai) a-c. beil

-athered to ether

(synageEthai), in the name of Jesvs,37 and in DiCache
16:2 we fin(:, the state7:..et:
toether seek

1-Je frequently Ja.thered

the thins which are profitable

'Arostolic Constitution II. 7.

36kacDo:lald, ShrLtian

p. 66.

371 Cor. 11:33-; 12,:26; Acts t:31; 1L:27;
15:6; 20:7.
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for your souls.
The early church did not retain the rewairement
that at least ten persons be present in order for iorship
to take place, but rather adopted the idea that "where tuo
or three are gathered in ny name, there em I in the midst
of them."

(Matt. 1C:20)

As 1'erdinand hahn states, "4here

the community comes together, Cod is praised, his mi-hty
acts are proclaimed, trayers are said, aild the Lord':
.;upper 15 celebrated."36
This concert of "coin- together" also inllied
another aspect of worshil- not :1,ecifically found in .,ynai7or-ue worship.

"Worship" began to take on a meaning of

far more breadth; worshi: in the New Testament was not just
one eler,elt amon,7 many i.:, the life of the believers, but
characterized the whole of life.

"...orship" and "life"

were not s.;:lit into two distinct areas.39
cult distinctio- 1 to com7rehend,

This is a diffi-

ince it is one .:ith 'hich

ChristianL live, but it better approximate: the definition
in the third cerise in Chapter Cne, page

of

than in the second. :ahn indicate': that there was no
loner any distinction, in yri,-)cille at least, between
assembly for worshi-: and the service of Christians in the
orld.

The T:resence of Christ in their midst rias not to

drive them into seclusion, but to call them forth into the

'iorshis.-, of the Early Church, p. 36.
3

•

Earl

Christian Church, r.

57.
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world.

The essential uniaw,ress of Christian worship,

2ccordin: to Hahn, was that it belon-ed in the midst of
PO
life.
The above diocussio-o illustrates that Christian
;:orchir, was to r

de-ree determined by Jewish Trece-

dents, cLa- ted by the followers of Jesus to their nei
1.essianic form of faith.

The elements of the Cld Tests-

me:.t service wera transferred, but "divested of their
nrtioral le__

character, . . .and transformed by the
141

s_irit of the :o:

Thi...2 the :.essianic hore became

_ assover and rentacot invoked
fulfilled in Jesus, the --,
celebrations of Christ's resurrection and the zift of the
S_Irit, the Cab ath became fd'u_Iday, rnd the temtle sacrifices gave Tay to a remembrance of the cross and the
sacrifice of the Lord's Sup- er.
- -2 of the Christian conmuThe Email, close neeti:.
nity imply the bezinni,-.:s of r separate or-.7allization and
:overnment, inderendent of the Jewish SynaTo:Tme.
"official" separation of Chri tia:ity from Judaism did
not take Ilace until near the eld, of the firf-t century,
A.D.
The t%:o faiths exiLted side by side for decades,
"in o enhoftility," acaordin_ to
characterize the relationshi

°Hahn, '.:orshil) of the

eare.

I szould not

bet-een the Christians and

Church,

1Schaff, History, vol. 1, y. /61.
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Jews ir the early day: of the church to be primarily
hostile; most of the alti-Jewish sentiment in the Christian
literature comes at a later date.

Chritiars and Jews

lived together and often worshipped tocether.

As

Jocz

states, "Those who acedited the faith in the cricified
and riEen ;.essiah were faithful and pious Jews. ,ot for
one moment did the:, inte:C to separate themselves from the
/2
rest of the peovle."

Jut as the church continued to

defi.le Its own disti,:ctive attitudes toward Goc, the
corrandt.,-, and Seri- ture, it was faced with the difficult
ad delicate -,]-oble., of understandin - its relation to
Juda:."

Dialol-re between the Christian and Jews conti. -

ueC, ev.

as the church ,--rew to be more and more a separate

comni _

with a separate worThir life.
:Alt the final "split" between the two reliTions

was inevitable; by the latter years of the first century
the community of believers waL no lon-er Lerel
.ithin Judaism.

How did this se

ratio.

a %cot"

about'

The

e::act cau es of this setarction are not entirely known,
althot h certal_ co,-Itributin,- factors and hiEtorical
evcnt

C22 -Le reco-nizec.
C.-le of the factors that undoubtedly led to the

r -lit .
.otYecl

the church and the Syna,o-ue was the

.:-GtiuJe of the two - rouls toward the literal obcerva:ce
of the Law.

For cone historians, this euestion of the Law

/2
Jakob Jocz, The Jewish l'eorle and Jesus Christ
(London: L;.P.C.K., 191 9T, T. 152.
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yas the primary cause for conflict.

de know that the

JeYish connurity Jac extrerleli tolerant of the Christian
reli- ion LI the early days.

Christians Yore allowed to

attend the Syna,..o-ue and - articirate fully in the life of
the Je-ich community, as long as the: kelt observance of
This, of course, presented conflicts.

the La,:.

lch hat been written on the rIttitude of Jesus
toward the Lay, and this is not the v)lace to recapitulate
The

the ar,'-unerits.

cl'estamet tells us that Jesus had

both a critical and T)ositive attitude toward the tradition
includLITT the Law.

of his

(att. 5:20; 23:23)

know that he 7rew un attendin:- the Syna7o:ue with his
and made the customary visit to the Temle when
:;ears of

he

It would indeed be incorrect

to state that Jesus did not have a deep apprecition of
the customs, traditions and teachings of the Jewish reuple;
he himself was a Jew. :et at the same time he challenged
tradition pt many -oirts.
comra:-: with

5:211')

Jesus kept

co-le of 'ill repute,' and refused TO let

the is: of the.,Ja-)bath dictate many of the practical
as:3ct

c: lifc.

Jesus' statement, "Think not that I have

come- te abolish the Law and the prophets; I have come not
,tt. 5:17). demonto F.-;oli-h them, but to fulfill then" (.'
strate: that he was not reudiating the laws of his
but building on whet
interpreting through the
obedience.

already in existence,heritag, and
of love rather than blind

The church which followed Jesus attempted to do
the same; but the more involved the church became with its
0;.y1

community of Christians, and the more developed it:

litur, the nore diffic-lt was the observance of the Law
s required by the Je-icl. coranunit .

To ri.ar y Christisl,s,

the rites and ceremoniez of the olc' religion were no lo-,jer
bindin; they had been

to the Jews because of the

"hardness of their hearts," anc were superceded by the
advent of the ,.ess;ah.
As the first century began to draw to a close,
there

as an increase of anti-Jewish sentiment

Christhns.

the

This :-. 1ti-Jewich attitude can be discerned in

the writin-c of Eusebius, who says that the Jews were beiny
-punished by Cod for their crimes a:Tainst Christ.
Inatius, in his letter to the 1,:az1ecians,

tstes that

"It is nonatroiw to talk of Jesus Christ and to
Judaism. . . .„

Also

fractice

Thus it is a-cparent that these

Christian:7, as many others, were no lonGer content to be
a rant of the Jewish worshi ;Inc; community.
The :rowinE tension which resulted from this attitude is icon by many historians as a
scaration. of Judaism 2rd Christianity.
crucifixion,

factor in the
The Law, not the

was the basis for the ce-,=ation.

Janes

l'ar:zec

'Carrin7ton, First Christian Century, p. 2438.
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It is only later that the words. . ."His blood be on
us and on our children" cane to assume their terrible
inportahce, and that the Christian hostility to the
Jews was based upon the cross.. It is evident that
the Pharisees were decided not to ecce-:t the authority of Jesus. But it i: a ion,- step from the
refusal to accett the teaching of a new preacher
to the plottin: of his death.P5
Another cause of conflict, although not as acvte,
between the chvrch and the

,aeoGue during- this period,

was the issue of the messiahship of Jesus.

:-.ccordinc- to

Jocz, "The escel,tiel difference between the believers and
nol-believers was that they first saw in Jesus the I.essiah,
in whom all 1,ronices were fuliilleC, while the others were
LC
still waitini. for the licssiah."
The Christians had seen
this ::essiah

Jesus, who had been sent from :Tod to save

This attitude was also et first tolerated hy the
Jewish leaders, as a t-eculicrity of the sect of Ci-,ristianity.

3ut as the church crew, :ainir - not only confidence

as an o_

_eized e-rtity Neithin the Roman world, but converts

as well, the beliefs of these converts posed no Linor
threat to the Jewish co,e_urity.
Irternal co- _flictf were not the on1:- causes of
telesio ; there were also - olitical aeld historical factors.
The destrvetion of the TenTle in A.D. 70 had a significant
affect Lion the relatio.-ishis between Judaisn and Christianity.

Aside from abolishin

Jerusalem as a reli-ious

,5
James Iarkes, The Conflict of the 7:1=cf
the Synakorlie (New l'or:::
)9 _ • .

46

Joc-:, The Je' ifh People,

. 153.
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center for the Jewi:h Christians, many Christians saw the
destruction of the Tenple
Jews.

a a jud-,-ment of God upon the

Justin implies this in his statement, ". . .ever

when your city i:- ca7tIlred, and your lard ravaged, you do
not reent, but d-re to utter irirrecations on Him arid, all
17

who believe in Hin."

A2

the death of Jesus was con-

sidered to rePlace the Tc=le sacrifices, the way was
or-.eed for the attitude that Clod himself allo-;:ed the
/.2
Cestruction of the Ten-2,10 to occur. Accordi: to Thi1i

Lchaff, the destruction of

1-:_cd the .7'n71 breach beteen Judaisr.. and
ChII• He states:
Henceforth the heathen could no loner look uron
Christianity as a nere sect of Judaisrl, but If.ust
regard and treat it as a new, GeculiEr religion.
The deztrvctio.-1 of Jerusalem, therefore, mar:zs
that momentous crisis at which the Chri:tian
Church as a ..hole burst forth forever from the
chry:alis of Judaisn, awoke to a sense of its
maturity, and in ,:overnmerit and worEhil, at opce
took its independent stand before the world.'9
As :.omentous as the war with home -%:?s for these
two

Christia:.L continued to worehi: i. the
-elaccs.

.-.)yn7.--o:ue

This is -croven b

the new

declaration a:
.;[_inst heretics tat was added to the
L, A.D.
Lent

O.

Desk ite widespread anti-Jewish

lany Christians r.ut h-ve at this time still

10L.
The Je-iLh lecrle,

168.

ehaff,•:istor, vol. 1, r. 1'03-
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considered themsel,ves Jews, and continued to attend the
.0 natter how much they may have disagreed on
questions of the Law and the I.essiahshil of Jesus, it must
have been yossible for Jews and Christian' to fellowship
with one another.
They (Christians) Ilust have been L-enerally ecceleted,
or it is incredible that they should have continued
to frequent the 4ra -o -ue, They were evidently there
ordinary members, since it needed the introductior
of
--or:1 ,r to detect then."50
eur':oe of this -_eclaratio , .o,
was to 'eTset
the o—thoclw:.

aid ecieire a _rester unit: ame.
.- _
This ecCitio - to the 12t;

co:_wed by ,anvel the

nall, and :ow - as the Birkath

, was so worded that Jewish Chrietiansand Gnostics
could: -ot recite it.

The formula reads

as

follows:

For all;ostates let there be no hoe, and the dominion
of arrogance do thou seedily root out in our days:
and let Christians ad heretic :.erish
in a moment,
let them be blotted out of the booh of the livinr:
and let them not be written with the richteous.
3lessed art thou, C Lord, who humblest the
arroit.51
It is obvious t:It

of this declaration

waz a direct challele to the Chriztian 7-arty within
JudaiLL.

Letters Yi'ch in eluded this statement were sent

to an Jo

cc:

in the l'Jiaora, and by the

of the firf- t

5C-

r11 the ;r2>yna:;o,:iJes had been

nhP

I

,

J5'1Du.:.ore, Influence of the

70.
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notified of this new malediction, and warned to have no
dealincs with Chritian:.52

This letter contained a formal

denial of the bade truth of Chri'itianity: the teachings
and resurrection of Jesus.

The resurrection, it imrlied,

was false, for Jesus' followers had stolen his body from
Christians should be excommunicated, for it

the torb.

wrr ir_ossible for the Jews to have anythini
such teachings.

to do with

.!.neJ,elore, Jews were to avoid all di, _

)
cv.s:ion of an:; kind with Chric,t1 2s."
,c
cl

co elude that it wa: a
. ..
,:,
Ified but fin.' denunciation of the Christian,
by an order to have no fellowship with
r copy of the new rassae to be included
thcm,
1c crvice of the 1;::na -ocue.5
any scholars cite the distribution of this

st-fonly worded declarction as the "official" break between
nd Christianity, while some agree with '..- chaff

Judaiss.

that it occured in A.D. 70, and others rlace it as late
as the

Tar of 32r Cochba in 135.
wh-,tever the e;:act cause: of this separation,

the -

ti,:e of the two co=ritie: made it inevitable.

has its own lo7ic and goes its

the —orcs of Jocz,
o:

1:1c

- Tc::.

In

of the road becaLe a histo-r-ir's,
Tho crn.Tcial question which should be raised

52

-

The
CO.

Ibid., p. C1.

55Jocz, p. 163.

_

79.
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by this issue if; exactly what Christianity inherited from
JudFism.

As we saw above, althou h the organization and

. orshir of the church was develooin
alonc it
,:ere in

• •..

to a certain extent

own lines, the services of the Christian church
ar-e -:art molded by the litur-y of the Synagogue.

C'l:AI T
TEL SYLAGCGUE LfLC

0. CHRI:eTIAI,

In the preceding cha„ters we have examined the
worchir 3ife of the SynagoL;ue and the church as they
exifted in the ancient world..
the

The rrimary element: in

services of the two faiths and their particu-

lar theoloiical and historical differeLce:_ have been
discussed and outlined.

e have seer that to a certain

degree Christianity inherited many of her worship element
ftori Judaism, ; uch asi neetinz on a particular "holy day,"
certain physical and seatin7 arranLements, some theole ical
concerts, and s-eecific elements of the liturgy.

To a

discussion of this last element, eLIecially prayers and
ecrilture, we will now turn.
One of the greatest ler-acie: that the .,ynagorue
rave to the church wa: the practice of the reading and
expositio-(, of

writing-

to be read. In the church,

1

ere be, inninc

but it would be another century

before all of these writings attained canonical status as
sacred and inspired books.

In the meantime, holy

"Scripture," for the early Church, was the Old. Testament.
1

Col. 1,:16 - "And when this letter haL been read
among you, have it also read in the Church of the
Laodicians; and see that you read also the letter from
Laodicea."
52
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There is evidence that many of the early Christian
scholars assumed that their readers were familiar with the
writings of the Old Tertal rt.

In his first Epistle,

Clement of Rome state- "or it is written thus. .
(I Cl_en.

Throt,:hout this Epistle, Clement appeals

to the Cld Testament for confirnrAien of what he is
expounding: I Clem. XIII11 - ". . .let us do that which
is written. . ."

Clement refers to: "the Escred

In

books" aid "the other f.rohets," which obviously refer to
the Old TertameLt, and

IIII:1 he says, "you have a good

ullderstanding of the :screu scri:tvres."
Accordin: to the testimony of his epi:tle, pseudoBarnabas also assumed a familiarity with the Cld Testament
scriitures on the part of his readers.

he LcyL, "It is

good therefore that he :11(:) has learned the ofinances of
the Lord a:, nany as have been written Mould ,;alk in them"
(21:1).
As in the Syr.2,---o'ue, kno,led-e of the Lcriptures
in the early church
them in the rervice.

ained from reading and expounding
As we say ir the passage fror. the

I Alclo:: of Justin, cited above, after the read-ing of the
Scri_tures, "the president verbally instruct , and exhorts
to the iLitation of these -ooc things" (A cl. 167).
Due-more states: "The custom of expounding the portion of
scripture just read, ;,hich we find in the church from the
very beginning, was directly derived from the practice of

51
2
the Synagocue."
The references in the Vew Testament to the celebration of the church in "I.:alms and hymns and spiritual
songs" (Col. 3:16, Elh. 5:19) indicate that from its
beginnings the practice of the recitation and sincirL of
PEalms was customary for the church.

The Apostolic

Com-titution speaks of the church absemblinz freauentl:y
"sinrin- :salms and ,a-.a.yinr in the Lord's House" (11.59).
In speaking of the visions of a Lontanist Lister
in the service of the church, Tertullian gives evidence
of the readin

of Scripture and chanting of Psalms:

":hether it be in the readini: of scripture:, or in the
chanting of psalm:, or in the preachin- of Lemon:. .
matter and opportunity are afforded to her of seein,7
visions" (De Anima 9).
Thus the evidence suggests that the church maintained this practice of the Synagogue.

In both the servi-

ces of the fJynagoLue and the church, Psalms v.ere :urc= anc
the scrir:tures were read and expounded.

The early

Christians did not disregard the Old Testament,3 but built
upon it.

:ven as the writings of the ApoEtle: and Paul

were read Yith increasin: frequency in. public Christian
service:" the Old Testament was still revered as sacred
scri7ture.

Dugmore states:

2Dugmore, Influence of the Syna.7;oF:ue, p.

3They rejected 1;:arcion's attempt to do so.
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The Old Testament was everywhere regarded as divinely
authoritative, and the canon of the Uew Testament
books was evolved throujh the need of what was described as 'lawful an0 diligent exposition' in harmony
with the Lcripture:.'
C. the same rote, C. i.'. D. Louie states:
the foundation of Old Testament words, there
arose a structure of teaching and i.cidert recalled
from the past, and of inspired contemporary utterance, to form 2 distinctive edifice, at once conwith
:trast,
tinuous, and yet also in strikin:, :
ts.5
its Jewish anteceCen
The influence of the Synagogue litur-y upon the
worC___ of the Christian Church is also clearly evident
the prayers of these two faiths.

1..anl, prayers of the early

church have been irecerved in the Christian literature
which has survived the certuri es.
The power of prayer was of crucial ini:ortance to

6

the early Christians.

These prayers were largely ilfomal

and srontaneous, and exhibited many of the same elements
as the prayers of the Synago:ue: praise and thanksgiving,
intercession, confession, and concluding doxology.

As we

an in Cha:ter Two, 7.an: prayers of the Zynagoe7ue, ircludin: Tiortio-pc of the Anidah, were not of a fixed form, but
:ere recited extel.,orc_ eou:ly by the leader.

:.acDonald

maintains that the prayers of the earl: :hristians "were
rayers they had been taujit to pray before they

the sane

4

Dugmore, Influence of the

p. 73

C. F. D. 1:.oule, '.jorchip In the yew Testament
7c. 9.
(Richmond: John Knox Ires,

6See Acts 1:21'; 1 :31; 12:5: 12:12: 13:3.

had heard of Jesut."7

This may be somevhat exaggerated, but

the i..,diEputable fact remains that the early Jewi:h Christians brour,ht to their new rclirior many of the prayers
they learned and recited in the synagogue.
Du:mnore states:
It must be of considerable interest to every student
of early Christian worship to know what happened to
the liturgy of the Synagogue, which undoubtedly
provided the ordinary vehicle of prayer for Jesus,
Pail ad the first disciples.
xtenrore Tra:rers had an inaortart part in the life of the
church, and in these many of the historical reminiscences
of the Jewish prayers were taken over by the church and
river. Christian meaninE- and content.

They were prayer:,

accord!n7 to Schaff, "offered in childlike confidence to
9
reco:-.ciled Father in the Lame of Jesus Christ."
The early Jewish Christians continued to follow
the custom of observia„; three hours of prayer daily (Act:
3:1; 1 0:S'), and the Didache exhorts Christians to tray
the Lord's 1-rayer three tine: a day.

(VIII: 2-3)

have

seen that the church adopted many of the customs and practices of the Syna:oc-re; is it possible to find definite
evidence of influence i

iiecific rrayers of the church?

The :ihema, dicu:sed in •Chapter Two, ':as as close
as Judaism has ever cone to a creed.

71.-lacDonald, Christia.

Can any marks of its

.orchiL,

p• 59.

8
Du6more, Influence of the SynaFoue, p. 10.
9Lchaff, History, vol. 1, r.
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influence be found in the early church?
There is evidence, d.iscusse( bel

to indicate

unity of God, which the Shema
-that the doctrine of •;,he
yrocic.imed, i

revealec= in ma.c.y of the 1:rayers and writin

of the earl: church.

The fin t jowl: h Chri: tip,/ ,

Z3CCUL-

o recitinL the Shema three ties a ds: , were stror.E01
It would be remarkable,
ly influenced by its teschinv.
toned

indeed, if we dd not find evideLce of it 3_1,, the Christia::
C

terley laaintains that in Lome of the early

Christian literature there is evidence that the figure of
Chri t wss

The l'irst LiFistle of Clement

ordinated...

5_--cain he says to him, 'Sit

.denc:-:
i 1 1., trates this te::,

thor on my riclat hand until 1 Lia:ce thine enemies a footctoo2. of thy feet"(XXXVIs

.

Oesterley maintains thnt in narrative iortiors Of
the first TzosDel

Christ lz rarely called "Lorc,."

References to him as "Lon.," are from a relativel: late
..ort rra:,er: were not aed2eL sec: to Chril t, but to
-2 ,
11
There Ere, of sour e exceptions,12 out
.C.-od the Father.
in many cases the
as

The churci

it: llristolo

c) tolic fathers did not speak of Christ
:till in the --_,rocess of develoI,ini:

; C 6...'"Ce over the true nature of Christ

characterized the snti-, ice,:e Christian co:11.--nity.

The

c
Oesterley, Jewish Backrround, p. 122.
IlIbid.
12
See the Epistles of Ijnatius, and Iolycart, to
the ihili-=iars, XII.2.
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doctrine of the unity of one God revealed itself in this
?here were the Ariar: who emphasized Christ's

deoate.

humanity as a safeguard againet the idea of 1,ore than one
Cod;

the Docetiets stresed hiE divine nature intedine
l'1

to preserve the doctrine of the unity of Cod.

The

irfluel,ce of the ..;hema ie clearly visible behind the
motives of both
Due:lore, however, is reluctant to see the influence
of the

1_el,e in Christia_ worship. .ince it '.-2; so central

to the w7i1:- 1-.;y-ea,_oue service, he asks, why do we not find
its counter:art in the church?
De -:o_e, le apparent.

11

The reesor, states

It is his claim that during the

eerFecutions the Rorer.:. forbade the Jews to
recite the Sherla, at least as
eerhe

T

separate Trayer.

(It was

included as tart
of the ;,Lidah at that tine.)
_

seeuel:t1:-

Con-

the Jewish Christian comm=ity was restrained

from recitin:e the 1"1;heua and "by the time that the Jews were
free to restore the .;hema to their daily service, the
Christian Church was develoDin: alonL lines of its o.e.."15
This,

ore :laintaiLe, the 1)he,ao is absent from

noct of the literature of the e2.rl
al read:- C

eepez. rej

church beceu-e it had

::e el: o contenes tele t the recitation

13Cesterley, Jewish Bacround,
11

. 12.

]Due-more, Influence of the 2),maroLue, p. 102.

15Ib1d.,

•103.
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of the Shema by ChriLtians would constitute a complete
Ceeial of the pre-emieence cf Christ.
The latter roint has been discussed abovet in its
earliest days the c:Iurch was reluctant to refer to Jesus
as Lord, and the ae.rietolo7ical debates arose in part from
the desire to kee
of Go(! intact.

the doctrine of the oneness and unity

Ducnore may be accurate in his claim that

the early Jewish Christians were forbidden to recite the
Theeea, but ;:adrian did not become eiTeeror until A.D. 117,
Yhich lceves the first centur-z, of Chrietiaility free from
the 7::eohibition

It seems probable

recitinE it.

that durinc: this century the Shema could have remained a
primar:' element in the wors ie life ef the Jewish and
Christian coreetenitie.

This would account for many of the

early Christian writinEs Yhich echo its doctrine of God.
.e 1'i( an echo of the Shena in the words of Jesus himzelf;
C Isreell The lord our God, the Lord is one;"
12:2()).

Since Jesus attended. the Synacocue throuch-

out hie life, the influence of the Shema found in his
teech.leL

IL hardly re=table.
states the.t "the Shema has left no trace

',fee liturT: of the church. .
cert7i.e.7-

the case.

„16

It is true that there is no e=ct

counterecert to the Shei:e in the -;,lejet:IA
church, but to say

it seems, is

of the earl:

thet it "left no trace" is to de:e::

Due-jaore, Influence of the

yw

oue, p. 110.
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that the JeYs carried any of their assumptions about the
nsture of God over to the re' theolo - icrl and Chris-tological sir -tens vhich develolea Athin Christianity.

:he

evide:ce shows that they certainly did.
Gesterley Ftates:
. .we remember how deepl rooted and venerated
the heno and its teachinL were amon,7 the Jews, and
therefore amon- the Jewish Christians, it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the controversies
of the church during the earliest Chri;tir - centuries
recardini„ the doctri.le of Cod must be ultimstely
traced bad: to its influel,ce.17
The influence of the Amidah (Zi:hteen LenedictioLL)
uron the 1.'"rayers of the early church IL more evident than
that of the :Thema.

Although the Amidah cannot be treated

,1:17 an entity, since the :3enedictions were composed at
IC
different time and ell of then are not 17re-Christian,r„any of them did have a definite influence or the liturgy
of the early church.

AlthouJI the language itself is ofte:

ouite different, and the Chri:tian prayers are usually
o7:0Yh-it more exIlanded, the general content remains the
Cie must, of course, be extremely cautious in
msterial of such antiquity, and must not see
--11cls %)et:een the two reli- ions where ,,ore

-

of the texts, however, will

ar„'s11 ::

;_ii.'larity of subject matter
bet ee- :-.7.ry of the -rayers.

170esterley, Jewish Back• round,
-See discussion above, p. 10.

12i5.
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The First _ilftle of Clement (Ca. A.D. 80-100)
contains one of the earliest Christian prayers available
to us.

(II:::3-LXIG)

The words of Clement, borrowed from

the Old Testament rrophets and Psalms, clearly point to
the influence of the Amidah.

The trayer, of courEe, is

Christian, but it continues to draw heavily upon the Jewish
theolosic 1 tradition and maintains the central idea of
the holiness and majesty of

.oC.

The Third Benediction can be seen reflected in
the first ietitio.' of Clement's , ra:er:
Grant us to hope or thy name, the source of all
creation, open the e:es of our heart to know thee,
that thou alone art the hichest in the hihest
and rer.ainest holy among; the holy. (1=:3)
The Third Benediction reads as follows: "Holy art
Thou. and Thy lane is to be feared, and there is no God
beside Thee; Blessed -r-; Thou, C lor , the hol:, God."
The ne::t - ortiol of the -_rayer can be compared to
the second Benediction:
dost humble the :•ricie of the hau:hty, thou
Cost destroy the imaFinins o: rations, thou dot
raise u- the humble and abase the lofty, thou
nahect rich and nahest -coor, thou doLt slay a_ C..
nahe alive, thou alone art the finder of sLi2its
and art God of all flesh, thou CoEt. . .thou art
the hel,
)er of those in danj:er, the saviour of
those in despair, the creator and watcher over
every s-irit. . . (211.:::3)
The .:-iecord. Denedictio:A
Thou art michty, who br p-est lo, the proud, strong,
and He that jud-eth the ruthless, that livest foreven, that raiseth the dead, that meth the
wind to blow, that sendeth down the dew; that
sustaineth the living, that quicheneth the dead;
in the twinklini: of an eye thou makest salvation
to spring forth for us. Blessed art Thou, C Lord,
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who quickenect the de(.
Carrirzton says the Tolloin

of :;lement's prayer:

Faith in :od through Christ had taken the place of
works, as Clement knew; but the continuity of feeling with Judaism was perfect. Clement draws on the
treasurer of the Hebrew traditions without reserve.
The -patriarchs, 2,rophets, and Triects of Israelite
history are the saint-, heroes and progenitors of
the Christian Church. The church has taken possession of them throw,h Christ.19
Dore reminds us that the Amidah was not conthc tI:le of Clel,ent's writinL.

lete

_rue, Lvt the
-eflesteC
. 2C
"

eco (

This is certainly

eCietio;.,, which we have seel

his z1.-,:er, was col-

osed before the birth of

6, the Thi-r-C 3e-:.edictior

WE'S

writter. 1:robably

.cfore the 1:,iddle of the
Irldoubte,.i1:: familiar with both of then, althouh there is
de7Dat,, over the ;:adushah, which '= 7-ery early attached
22
This rayer was recited
o the Thin' Le-Aediction.
ntilthonall:, a: d reads as follows:
Reauors.e will sc:,ctif: Thy Lame in the world even
c's the:, sanctify it in the hihect heavers, as it
written by the hand of Th3.. prophet: And they
cried 02c to the other and said,
ion:Ko3y, holy holy is the Lord of hosts;
is full of his fjory.
.ole
- )lecced.
sjai:_rt then they Lay, sr
tho:c
_o
:lcethe glory of the Lord from
-;.-ords it is -rittel-L, saying,,

Centurii,
2G

r•

Du.,..7more, Inflzance of the

21Ib1d., n. 113.
22
Cecterley, Je,Ash 3ackground, p. 142.

3834

. 11.1 .
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The Lord shall reign for ever. thy
:oc, C ZIOn, unto all :enerations, Iraise ye
;he Lord.
-e-cer: Unto all reneration: we will decl-ire Thy
reatness, and to eternity we will hollow Thy
holiness; and Thy proise, C our God. shall
1.ever depart from our mouth, for s Treat and
holy Ctoci, and Lin art Thou. iles:ec art Thou,
)
C Lord, the holy Cod.2
7c

Cesterley maintains that the hadushah was used in
the Christian worship services, and that it is evident in
Clement's works
For the Scripture says "Ten thousand times ten
thousand stood by him, all thousand thousands
ministered to him, ard they cried Holy, Holy,
Holy is the Lord of --..a -obath, the whole creation
is full of his glory." Therefore, we too must
-other tot-ether with concord ir our conscience
and cry earnestly to him as it were .ith one
mouth, that we may share in his creat and
,7.1orious promises. . . (XXXIVo6-7)
Dugmore contends that the hadushoh has underjone
so many changes that it is impossible to discover whether
it 3.- actually eLbedded i! thi: ina:er or in other
Christian. writings.

The original form of the hadushah,

2/
says DuEmore, bore no ref7eLbl7nce to Clement's ',Toyer.
As cautious as Du.).ore is, he does maintain that
the early ChrictisI, followed the 1,:magogue litur:y to a
great extent in the thought and lanuac,e of prayer.
the church did not alwsy

"If

borrow the actual words from the

Syna-o-ue, it embodied familiar phrases in its own
petitions, and the subjects of prayer were the cane in

23Ib1d., p. 1L5.
21;

Dugmore, Influence of the Synagorue, p. 108.

,25
both.
The Tenth Benediction is similar to a rrayer for
the coneecration of the eucharistic element

found in Did.

Ix.:
As this broken bread was scattered upon the mountains,
but was brought together and became one, so let thy
Church be -athered to-ether from the ends of the
earth into thy kinfdom, for thine is the ,-lory and
the rover throu:h Jews Christ for ever.
This Trayer

:irilar to the Tenth Benediction:

2lo-: the great hon.- for our liberation, and lift
banner to gather our exiles. Islessed art thoL, C
Lord, who , atherect the disiersed of thy peorle
Israel.
Ac was usually the case, the Christian prayer was
expanded and more elaborate.
Did. 1:.5,6 is also similar:
Remember, Lord, thy Church,
evil and to make it perfect
it torether in its holiness
thy kindios:. which thou hast

to deliver it from all
in thy love, and gather
fron the four winds to
1,rei-,ared for it.

The ithraee "HoEanneh to the ,:rod of David" (x.6) is also
of Jewish influence.
0esterley contends that the prayer of thanksgiving
(Did.

)i

also
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ada-otatioh of a Jewish prayer:

We jive thanks to thee , C holy Father, for thy Koly
1-ame which thou didst make to tabernacle in our
hearts, and for the krowledGe and faith and
immortality which thou didst make known to us
throu-h Jesus thy Child. To thee be glory for
ever. Thou, Lord Al_ithty, didst give food and
drink to men for their enjoyment, that they might
give than:.; to thee, but us hast thou blessed
with uirittal food and drink one, eternal light

'ible., r. 109.
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through thy Child. Above all we give thanks to
thee for that thou art mihty. To thee be glory
for ever.
Oesterley rtates that "it is only the addition of
the words, 'through thy Servant Jesus,' thich give it a
,,26
Christian character.
The Sixth Lenediction ic characterized by confesrion of

in and forgiveness:

Forj_ve us, our father, for we have sinned against
thee; blot out and cause our transzressions to pass
from before Thine e:-es, for great is thy mercy.
Blessed art Thou, C Lord, who dost abundantly forgive.
:e find the Lsie ex7res ior in I Clements
. . .0 "1 erciful a: C, correassionate," fort_ive us
our iniquities and unri-hteovonesc, and transcrescions, and short-corings. Reckon not. ever:
sin of thy servants and handmaids, but cleanse
us with the cleansir - of thy truth, and "guide
our steps to walk in holiness of heart, to do
- leasins
: before
the thin= which are --aped and i
(L.n1-2).
thee" and before our rulers
7.:ach of the LijIteen Benedictios concludes with
a doxology, "31esced art Thou, C Lore.. •

In the

Christian Church, the doxolc_:- uiva1ly referred to the
nane of Jest': Christ.

1.ra:er concludes uith

we irai:e thee throu -h Jests Christ, the high
nest c:-(11 guardian of our -culs, through who:-_
be glory and majesty to thee, both now and fon
all generations and for ever and ever (III.3).
In reading the Kaddish (cited above,

13), the

si=ilarity between this -orayer and the Lord's ira::er
becor:les evident.

Some of the Jewish benedictions. for

26
Ce,-_- terle::, Jewish 3ackP-round, p. 132.
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the evening and porning service may be the basiL for part
of the lord': Prayer.

The:e are not conclusively yroven

to be pre-Chrirtiar, but there is a treat poEsibi)ity that
27
they are.

One of the norrinc beLedictions is- as follows:

"Our Father which art in Heaven, ahoy mercy towards us for
Thy great name 'a sal:e whereby we are called;" and a benediction from the eveninL- ser-vice reads: "Cur God, which
art in Heaven, assert the

it

of thy 1:ame, and establish

thy kindom conti=ally, and rein over us forever ard
over.

,,2

A benediction frorl the morninE service (also not
're-Chri:.tian) reads: "C lea,, us not into the

:ewer of sin, or of transgression or iniquity, or of
terx..-Aatiol , or of seer-n."4--

Although there is not svffi-

cient evidence to - rove these prayer: to be of preChristian origin, the to:sibility that they are must certaiLly be presented.

The Sixth :Jer_ediction may be behind

the petition for f r iveness, although there iz no condition for forgiveness zttendent to
The Yotzer iz a Jewish benediction whose oriLinal
form i

ancient, but to which later phrases have been

added.

Cesterley conte

27Ibid.,

that the early version reads

152.

--Ibid.
151'.
30For further discussion see Chase, "The Lord':
i
- -rayer in the Early Church," in Texts and Studies, vol.
III (Cambridrre,
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follows:
Messed art Thou, C Lord our god, king of the
1:niverce, who fornest light and createct clarknesss
ho makest peace and create:t all things; who
-ivest licht in mercy to the earth and to tho.- e
to live thereon, and in goodness renewe:t every
co-tinually the work of creation. :le thou
blesLed, C Lord our God, for the excellency of
the work of Thy hands, and for the bright luminaries which Thou haet nade; let them glorify
Lord, who
Thee. Seleh. 'Blessed 4i-t Thou,
forme:t the lurinarie:.)-‘
This T.rayer is siir,iler to a section of the Irayer
for the Crdinatior, of

2 31.21101:

found in the Ar,ostolic

Conctitutio:s:
Bein_, C lord God Alnihty, who
C Thou the
alone art unbeotten, and ruled over by none; who
always art, 22-16, -Tact before the world; who
rtandest in need of nothing, and art above all
cause and beginning; . . .whose knowledue is
without beginning; who only art good, and beyond
owet all thin: before they are;
compare; who
. . .whose providence rrovides for ad takes the
care of all; the Father of mercief, arid God of all
corolatior; who dwelleft in the highest heaven:,
and yet looket down or things below (7111.2).
Fart of the Geullah, a long Lre-Chri.:tiaL grayer,
ss follows:
,..ereforc the beloved praised and extolled :Am, and
the chosen o,e offered hynn., song:, praises, blessings, and thankstivings to the Uric: - God who liveth
and endureth, - to if hi, h and exalted, great aLd
.-_-;e-inciri-1:); who brir.j:eti b'.: the heL uht:, arid
setteth on high the meek; who leadeth forth the
bound, and redeemeth the lowly; who helpeth the
- eo,le when they cr:- unto
roor, end an:':ereth Els i
blessed be ke, yea
1:ost
him. 1,ri:cf_ to God
)2
blessed.

- ack round,
--Cesterloy, Jewish J

321bid.,

r.
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This prayer may have formed a basis for portions
of Clement's prayers
Thou dost hunble the pride of the
dost destroy the ivlaEinings of na
raise up the humble and abase the
makest rich and makest poor, thou
make alive. . . (IIX13).

hauE:hty, thou
ions, thou dost
lofty, thou
dost slay and

Cesterley maintai-:ie that this latter prayer of
Clement's is an adation of the Ceullah.

He states,

Ihen it is realized how the echoes of this
Christianized Jewish prayer resound in all
the ancient liturgies, the indebtedness of
the church for ilany of her forms of prayer
to the Syl aLo_ue will be readily 2rantee .33
ConfeE.sie-1, which we have seen is characteristic
- rayers
,
of :ore of the Jewish mrozfer:-, was evident in many ;
of the Christian Church.

For eNale: "The I

-ter, breth,-

ren, is ii. need of nothil _I he asks nethil4_ of anyone, :eve
that confession be made to him" (I Clem. 111.1); "In the
con,Tre:atiol. thou :,halt col .Lesr. th

transgressions, and.

thou shalt not betake thyself to prayer with an evil
conscience"

(Did. I7.11); and. "Cl_ the lord's Day of the

Lord come to,- ether, --rer-.1: ')read and hold LLchariet, after
confessin: yo

that your of:erinc ray be

traL

-v-e" (Dic.
The use of the co- _:re;stional reL l oree AL
Cerived directly

ro:7. the

; a

071).e •'1

is'

The rerorLe LiL

invariably followed the :rayers of the early church, a-_-.c1

33Ibid.,
3I'Dnunore, Influence of the S-rnagoe-ue, p. 109
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as iv, the Z-„nr[-o:ue, he who said Aka; meant thereby that
he a.soci:ted himself with what was said by the other.

Je

see evidence: of A.:El; in the :;ew Teztament (I Cor. 11 :16;
II Cor. 1:20), ard Clement's prayers coz.cluae with it.
(LXI.5, LXIV.1, LX7.2)

So does a short ;r2:er

Did,lche (-6), and man
tio-:.

Irayers in

tYr

LI the

tolic Constitu-

)
Justin.rtyr nahe

,c all

Lention of this_.ractice, 'Then

to_ether and 'ray, and the 1,resijent in like

ilanl or offer: -rryer: and thanksivin, accordiLc to hi,
a:-_( the -c -le assert,
It is

ilL Arlen." -

1.'1' I c, a: we said above, to make general

,- tntements about the influence of Jewish prayers upon the
.1cl. of the ex-tart literature certainly
EuELeets eimilaritie:, which are more than rlere coincidence.
As the abo-:e

illustrated, the rarEllel: and

eimilaritie., between the

yr1aoue and the Christian Church

can be seen r_ore clearly in. the subjec7,_ of the 1.i-sayers
than the 1-71'a:c.
debt to the

A

Ju-nore

tates, u..;, t the Christians'

at is revealed rather in the subject of their

1„rayerr and the -e.- eral frane.:ork of their :ervice: than in
the phrL- ecolo

36

- loyed in their petitions."

The

Christirrls ne=1:7 too:: over Jewih idea, and Faye them
different meanie.

35Justin

The

nark of God's mercy

I. (r,
A--.01. -

36Duonore, Influence of the
SL 1aoie,

D. 113.
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Dortra:yed in_ the prayer:, of both coninitlitie'z s for the
Jews it
an[. it

Via-

the deliverarce froT1

,- t; for the Chricti-

the redeniptior of the world throuf7h JerAar Chrict.

Ir. both cec, the c.rdritual atrno::-.,there of the prayer:, wac
17:r7ely the `7ru:le.

CC: CLjSIC.
Jesus was born into a first centur‘y world; his
first followers ,ere Jews.

They attended the SynaEocue,

observed the La ., read the scriptures, and recited the
prayers of the Jewish co-funity.

It is not at all remark-

able, therefere, to discover r.ar7:s of these Jewish customs
withi:- the church's iroyers and worshi-c practice:.

The

col:-elled to abandor the

early Christians were in

methods which t--1e: ha c' followed throughout their
live:, which were indeed de-1r to them.

These forms and
abandoned,

-an to be rlodified and some
,
traditions be„-

when the early Chricti7ns found that other forms and newer
methods Were better suited to their needs.
The ChrIstlar: were ac:lc to -retain

1122y

of their

Jewish customs :Lee they dic' rot re.2udiate their Jewish
herita -e.

As mentioned above, their doctrine of '..od was

not ciTnificantly altered; the unit: of God was .... major
do7nc not o-1: of Judaism, but also of Christianity.

The

monotheistic reliio. of Jud-is:1, characterized by the
surren7cy an
Christian:.

nr,jesty of God, remained the sarle for
Their theo1o;7,- was of course modified by the

concept of God as seer through Jesus Christ, but the hymns
and rrayers of the Syna-ogue had been addressed to this
same rather God.

A: Cuchnan maintains, there is "no
71
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radical disco-itinuity" between worship in the Old Te.tament

r2e.

There is only the "mystery of

the

odlie,$t

the nyster:: of thc fulfillnent of true worLhir, in Jesus
,1
Chrisv.
Ac there Ys; Aothin - in the ':?orshi_

of the Synagoue

which the Jewish ChrLtims could aot accept, _o the
,oLed noLrcat threat to the :.;ynao -vc

Criticx

the Jews of the first century

.c have seen that initiall

to thl - re.,:ence of

di6 c,ot ob;iect, zs far as i-, their :idst; the:

Ohri:

another Jeii. sect.
ad Jud7,1s

Tt /:."r-`f7:

YC2P

coiderec:

many yeari-._ before Christianity

were to finJ themselves too far -_77.art to con-

tinue to worshic to:-ether in the Syna,a-oue.

In the words

of Greory
The theoloT-.ia: rather tends to foret that Chrictianity -oresented itself to the Do..an world as a
superstitis,. not a system of oninions but a worithiT:
embodyin a dons. And it is beco:inT clear ln our
of that worship, like
own 7,-eneration that the for
all their roots
have
doma,
that
of
the substarce
side of the -Tull'
Hellenic
the
not
ann
on the JewiEh
Jewish
world.—
tury
first-cen
the
thich divided
2 jellerahalf
for
rell-ion
a
teen
Christianity had
--.;arnabas,
by
Antioch
to
fetched
was
tion before iaul
worby
2..row
and
live
and
worshinc,
221(2_ relif7ions
arcue.2
the
shi:-.1r7, 1012. before
to conclude from the evidence

It IL
nuecented t:17t ttle

fors of the Syrsoue had

Tittle or no influence =on the liur
Church.

of the Christian

i.any of the worThip. elements were the sane, or

-Robert

. Cushman, worshir As Acknowled7emenl:,"

1-• 32.
2Dix, Jew and Creek, D. 92
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very sinilars readings iron the Scriptures and the rsalm
expoitory sermons, c.t- ecifie prayer.

There were differ-

ChristiaAe, Jesus had cone to fulfill the

ences al:o:

Lessianic prophecies; s redeep,er of Israel had been born,
had died, and had riser from the des..

The Jews co-:tiL-

ued to dait.
It

wa: inevitable that thi: attitude and ether:

eventuallz- le[d the two :roups in differert cirecbi:t the msrk: of Judaisrl had •_11ress1y been left upon
'e c-

hell: but see evidence: of these

nark: in the Coctri-.- e of the supemacy of God, the concet
of hope, and the (Tift of Ealvation, even in a ChriLtcentered reli:ion.

The difference Christ makes is that

salvation has alread:- cone.

AIFELDIX I
The ;Thema
Deut.

61/2-9: ;fear, C Israel: The Lcrd our God is one Lord,
and you shall love the Lord your Cod vith all your
heart, and with all your soul; aid with all your
night. And these words which I command you this
day shall be upon your heart: and you shpll teach
then diligently to your children, and shall talk
of them when you :it in your house, and when you
walk by the way, and wher you lie down, and when
you rise. And you shall bind them as a sicn upon
your hand, and they shall be as frontlets between
your eyes. And you shall write them on the do orposts of your house and or your :atec.

Deut.

11:12-211 And if you will obey my commandments which
I command you this day, to love the lord your God,
and to serve him with all your heart and with all
your soul, he ;ill give the rain for your land in
its season, the early rain and the later rain,
that you may gather in your grain and your wine
and your oil. And he will give grass in your
fields for :our cattle, and you shall eat and be
full. Take heed lest your heart be deceived, arid
you turn aside and serve other gods and worship
then, and the anger of the Lord be kindled against
you, and he shut up the heavens, so that there be
no rain, and the land yield ro fruit, and you
perish quickly off the good land which the Lord
gives you. You shall therefore lay up these words
of mine in your heart and in your soul; and you
:hall bind then af a sin upon your hand, and they
shall he an frontlet: between your eyes. And you
shall teach then to your children, talking of them
when you are sitting in your houEe, and when you
are walking by the way, and when you lie down, and
when iou rice. And you shall write them ul,on the
doorposts of your house, and upon your gate:., that
your days and the days of your children may be
multiplied in the land which the Lord :wore to
your fathers to rive then, as long as the heavers
are above the earth.

1:ura.

15:37-1: The Lard said to 1.oses, "Speak to the
people of Israel, and bid them to make tassel:: on
the corners of their garments throughout their
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enerations, and to put upon the tassel of each
corner a cord of blue; and it shall be to you a
tassel to look upon and remember all the commardments of the Lord, to do them, not to follow after
your own heart, and your ON711 eyes, which you are
inclined to co after wantonly. 2o you shall
remember and do all the commandments, and be holy
to your Coc. I an the Lord ;:our God, who broucht
you out of the land of Ej.
. yyt, to be your God: I
am the Lord your God.

APPENDI:.. II
f".
I.

EL,-htecr. =enedictiol.s -

Version)*

Ire-i.accabean.
_Aessed art Thou 0 Lord our God and God of our
fstherE, Cod of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of
Jacob, the Ereat, mivhty, and revered God, God
who art the Iosserscr of heaven and
Ilost
earth, our Lheld and the Shield of our fathers,
cr:.fidence from generation to generation:
' art Thou, C Lord, the a:hield of Abrahar:..

II.

C:entury, B.C.
Thou art mivhty, who brin=.7est low the proud,
_tron-, and He that judEeth the ruthless, that
liveth for ever, that raiseth the dead, that
mal:eth the wind to blow, that Eendeth down the
dew; that sus:taineth the living, that quicke/leth
the dead; ih the twinkling of an eye thou makest
salvation to spring forth for us. Jlesrec art
Tiou, C Lord, who quickenest the dead.

III.

A.D., 10-2 0
Hol: art Thou and Thy I,ame is to be feared, and
there is no God becido Thee; Blessed art Thou, C
Lord, the holy God.
A.D., IC-IC.
C favour us., our Father, with knowledge frol:. Thy,elf, and understanding and discernment from Thy
Torah. Blessed art Thou, C Lord, who vouchcafest
kfowlek-e.

10-1 0.
Cate u: to return, C Lord, unto Thee, and let us
returl. L-re- in our da:L as in the former tine.
21eLed art Cho-, C Lord, who c:elightest
repenter cc
•

*Du

20 =.0.-A.D. 10
:e us, our Father, for we have sinned against
ForLi,
Thee; blot out and cause our transgressions to pass
from before Thine eyes, for great is Thy mercy.
=lessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who dost abundently forgi.vr.

ore, Influence of the Synagorue, pp. 11L.-124.
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VII.

VIII.

IX.

A.D., /C-70.
Look upon our affliction and lead cwr cause, and
redeem Us for the Lake of Thy lame. Blessed art
Thou, 0 Lord, the RedeeLler of Israel.
First Century, L.C.
Help us, C Lord our Go, flom the pain of our hearts
and weariness and sit;hing do Thou cause to paLL
away from us; and cause Thou to ri:e up healing for
our wounds. Blessed art Thou, C Lord, who healeLt
the sick of Thz, (hi.) leorle Icrael.
11 9-30 B.C.
Bless for vs, C Lord our God, this year for our
welfare, with every kind of the produce thereof,
and brii near speedily the year of the end of
our redenl:tion; and give dew and rai: upon the
face of the earth and satisfy the world from the
treasuries of Thy L,00dne.s, and do Thou give a
blecsirl- upon the work of our hands. Blessed art
Thou, C Lord, who blestect the yearE.
A.D.
-low the _rect horn for our liberation, and lift
a banner to Lather our exile:. Blessed art Thou,
0 Lord, who ,athereEt the disler-ed of Thy (2:ic)
reoIle Israel.

XI.

A.D. /0-70
:Zestore cur judges as: at the first, and our
counsellor: cc at the beL.irnin:; rna rein Thou
over vs, Thou alone. Blessed art Thou, C Lord,
who lovect 0:11dLnent.
A.D. 90-117.
or al-ottates let there be no hope, and the domi,,ior of arrogance do Thou speedily root out in our
dc:,; and let Chri:tians and heretics perish as in
roment, let then be blottcd out of the book of
d let ther, 1.ot -ze written it the
the 3 a.
ri_2,tcous. .3le,sed art Thou, C Lord, who humblest
the arrosi)t.

XIII.

A.D. 90-117.
Towards the righteouL.: proselytes may Thy te:Ider
mercies be stirred; and becto a -ood reward upon
u. to.7.-ether with thoLe that do Thy will. Blessed
7.rt Thou, 0 Lord, the trust of the rifnteous.
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XIV.

XV.

168-165 B.C.
Be merciful, C Lord our Cod, in Thy great mercy,
toYards Israel Thy people, and towards JerusaleLl
Thy city, and towards Zion the abiding place of
Thy glory, and tcolardE Thy temple and Thy habitation, and todardc the kilvdol of the house
of David, Thy righteous anointed ()le. 10.0::ed
art Thou, C Lord cod of David, the builder of
Jerusalem.
Fre-i„accabean
Hear, C Lord our God, the sound of our prayer
and have Lerc:i u-por:-. us, for God EraciouLan
merciful art Thou. Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord,
who hearest pra:/er.
and dwell
Zion;
Accept (us), 0 Lord, our
and 1:.ay Thy servants lerve Thee in Jerusalem.
Llessed art Thou, C Lord, whoLl in reverent fear
Ye erve.
give than::s to Thee. .ho art the Lore our Cro,3
anC the God of our father:, for ell the good
thil(-E, the lovinckindnesE, and the mercy which
Thou hast wrought and done with us and with our
fathers before vs: and if ';e said, Cur feet
Thy lovincki.,dz'ess, C Lord, upheld
art Thou, C Lore, unto 1:hom it i ,Jood to give
Bestow Thy peace upon Israel Thy people and upon
Thy city and upon Thine inheritance, and bless us,
all of us tozether. Blessed art Thou, C Lord, who
r:lakest peace.
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